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will be held live at www.invaluable.com and www.thesaleroom.com and live auctioneers. Just click the link from the website 

www.chaucerauctions.com to see all the lots. 

 

1 - Robert Taylor Fight for the Sky Artist Proof Aces Edition. This is the first print in Robert Taylor's highly exclusive Battle of Britain Millennium 

Trilogy issued in the year 2000 to commemorate 60th Anniversary of Battle of Britain. This sought after print is an Artist Proof from The Aces 

Edition number 28 , 50 and is supplied with the original Certificate of Authenticity. Signed by the artist, Robert Taylor, and 6 Aces who flew 

Spitfires in the Battle of Britain: Wing Commander Paddy Barthropp DFC AFC, Squadron Leader Ben Bennions DFC, Group Captain John Bisdee, 

Wing Commander Bob Doe DSO DFC*, Wing Commander George 'Grumpy' Unwin DSO DFM* and Group Captain Alan Wright DFC. This 

particular print has benefited by being additionally autographed by Battle of Britain Spitfire Ace Wing Commander Tim Vigors, DFC. The print 

measures approximately 33 inches x 24.5 inches and has been stored flat, out of the light and is in very good condition. Print historical detail : 

Robert Taylor's wonderfully realistic painting captures the very essence of an epic day during the Battle of Britain. A Heinkel III has been brought 

down, one of many never to make it home on this bright and sunny day. As the Luftwaffe bomber's crew emerge from their broken aircraft, relieved 

to have survived the crash landing, a Mk I Spitfire from No 66 Squadron roars low overhead to verify another victory. Est. £120 - 180 

2 - Robert Taylor Day Duties for the Night Workers The Bomber Command Edition with an remarkable 50 signatures of RAF Bomber Command 

WW2 veterans. This is the sought after Bomber Command Edition number 19 , 125 published in 2011 and is supplied with the original Certificate 

of Authenticity. Signed by the artist, Robert Taylor and a remarkable collection of 50 aircrew who flew with RAF Bomber Command during WW2: 

Signed by, Flight Lieutenant Boris Bressloff DFC, Warrant Officer Reg Cleaver, Flight Lieutenant Alan Payne DFC, Warrant Officer Bill Bell, Flight 

Lieutenant Ken Carlton, Warrant Officer Jim Booker, Flight Lieutenant Eric Clarke MiD, Warrant Officer Richard Curnock, Warrant Officer Eric 

Evans, Warrant Officer Reg Eves, Flight Lieutenant Dennis Field, Flying Officer George French, Warrant Officer Harry Gough, Flying Officer Les 

Hadley, Flight Lieutenant John Hall DFC, Flight Sergeant Ken Jenkinson, Warrant Officer Ken Johnson Ld'H, Warrant Officer Norman Jones, 

Flight Lieutenant Bert Kirtland DFC*, Flight Lieutenant R L C Lasham DFC*, Flight Sergeant Rudolf Leksinski, Warrant Officer Jack Linaker, Flight 

Sergeant Norman Lusher, Flying Officer Len McNamara DFC, Warrant Officer Fred Maltas, Flight Sergeant Len Manning, Warrant Officer Frank P 

Mannion, Flight Lieutenant 'Bluey' Mottershead DFC, Flight Lieutenant Harry Oakeby, Warrant Officer Ken O'Brien DFM, Warrant Officer Lou 

Parsons, Warrant Officer Ernie Patterson DFM, Warrant Officer John Pearl, Warrant Officer Ken Rogers, Squadron Leader John Rowland DSO 

DFC*, Squadron Leader John Rowland DSO DFC*, Flight Lieutenant Ron Smith DFC, Warrant Officer Rex Statham, Flight Lieutenant 'Dick' 

Starkey, Flying Officer Malcolm Staves, Flight Lieutenant Phil Tetlow, Warrant Officer Sam Thompson, Flight Lieutenant Wilf Tunstall DFC, Flight 

Sergeant Eric Varney MU, Flying Officer Frank Wheeler DFC, Warrant Officer Andrezj Wesolowski, Warrant Officer Tony Winser, Flying Officer 

Raymond Worrall, Flight Lieutenant William Kelbrick and Warrant Officer John Morrison. The print measures approximately 20 inches x 14.25 

inches and has been stored flat, out of the light and is in very good condition. Print historical detail : As the massive Lancaster looms majestically 

over them, the ever vigilant ground crew begin the task of preparing 'their' aircraft for the coming night's operation. Checking, repairing and double 

checking again, making sure that nothing goes wrong on the next trip, nothing that could endanger the lives of the crew who depend on them. It 

will be a race against time. Robert Taylor's magnificent drawing, signed by distinguished aircrew who flew with Bomber Command during World 

War II, pays tribute to all the bomber crews who, night after night when the island fortress of Britain stood facing uncertainty, resolutely carried the 

fight to the enemy, delivering their deadly payloads deep in the heart of Germany. Est. £100 - 110 

3 - Robert Taylor D Day Drop Stick 21 The US Airborne Edition signed by 10 veterans who served with the 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions 

during the Allied Invasion including veterans from Easy Company made famous by the series Band of Brothers. This is the sought after US 

Airborne Edition number 57 , 145 published in 2009, supplied with the original Certificate of Authenticity. This print is personally signed by artist 

Robert Taylor and 10 WW2 veterans who served with the US 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions during the Allied Invasion including two of the 

original Filthy Thirteen: Sergeant JAKE MCNASTY MCNIECE and Private First Class JACK HAWKEYE WOMER and signed from the 82nd 
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Airborne 'All American' Lieutenant Colonel JAMES 'MAGGIE' MEGALLAS Commander of H Company, 3rd Battalion, 504th PIR, 'Maggie' Megallas 

was the most decorated officer in the 82nd Airborne Division, Sergeant BOB BEARDEN Leader of H Company mortar squad, 507th PIR, attached 

to the 82nd Airborne and Sergeant MILTON SCHLESENER Milton Schlesener served with D Company, 505th PIR, 82nd Airborne and signed 

from the 101st Airborne 'The Screaming Eagles' Corporal BILL MAYNARD Easy Company, Sergeant ED TIPPER Easy Company, Sergeant BILL 

TRUE Fox Company, Staff Sergeant FRANK SOBOLESKI Easy Company and Corporal HERB SUETH Easy Company. The print measures 

approximately 27 inches x 20.5 inches and has been stored flat, out of the light and is in very good condition. Print historical detail : They were the 

Screaming Eagles' most notorious unit, a small bunch of raw, tough, ruthless young men. Hard drinking and savage fighting and that was only in 

training with scant regard for authority. And if the reputation of this unique bunch of renegades within the ranks of the 101st was formidable, for the 

Germans it became one of sheer terror. Officially they were the First Demolition Squadron, HQ Company, 506th PIR, 101st Airborne. Unofficially 

they were the Filthy Thirteen. Superbly crafted in his unique blend of pencil and paint on tinted paper, Robert Taylor's classic new Master Drawing 

captures the moment on the night of 5 June 1944 when the 101st Airborne's legendary squad of elite paratroopers jump into battle in the vital 

hours before the D Day landings commence. The pilots of the 440th Troop Carrier Group struggle to keep their Dakotas level as deadly flak 

pummels the formation. Please note that this print was really hard to photograph as the surface was very reflective of the lights. The lights had to 

be turned off which is why the photograph of this print looks a little dark. The print is in near perfect condition, just really hard to photograph!. Est. 

£100 - 110 

4 - Robert Taylor Escort for the Straggler Commemorative Edition. This print is from the Commemorative Edition number 37 , 150 published in 

1995 and is supplied with the original Certificate of Authenticity. The print is signed by the artist Robert Taylor and Flight Lieutenant Bill Reid VC, 

Air Vice Marshal Johnnie Johnson CB CBE DSO** DFC*, Wing Commander Ernest Rodley DSO DFC AFC AE and Squadron Leader Norman 

Scrivener DSO DFC AE. The print measures approximately 32.75 x 25 inches has been stored flat, out of the light and is in very good condition 

(no companion print). Print Historical Detail: On 25 April 1945 the RAF dispatched over 300 Lancaster's to attack 'The Eagles Nest', Hitler's private 

mountain top castle at Berchtesgaden. It was a symbolic raid, for the war was almost over, but it seemed appropriate that after nearly six years of 

continual combat, crews of the RAF should be allowed this almost final gesture of the air war in Europe. Two aircraft, above all others, came to 

symbolise the deeds of the men and machines of the RAF: The Spitfire, magnificent in defence, lethal in attack, and the mighty Lancaster, the 

awesome heavy bomber that took the war to the heart of Nazi Germany. To pay tribute to these two legendary aircraft and the men who flew 

them, Robert's emotive print depicts Spitfires escorting damaged Lancaster UL M2 of No. 576 Sqn as it crosses the English coastline. UL M2 

completed 140 operations, more than any other Lancaster in the war. This iconic print has become a classic in aviation art and much sought after 

on the secondary market. Est. £200 - 210 

5 - Rare William S Phillips On Wings and a Prayer. This scarce print is from the original limited edition number 655 , 950 published in 1999 and is 

signed and numbered by the artist. Unusually on this series of prints the artist has signed in pencil on the bottom right hand corner of the coloured 

print (not on the white print border) and can be hard to spot. This print has also been signed by four Royal Air Force Battle of Britain veteran pilots 

namely Kenneth W Mackenzie 501 , 247 Squadrons RAF, Tony G Pickering 501 Squadron RAF, Vivian R Snell 501 Squadron RAF and Tom F 

Dalton Morgan C, O 43 Squadron RAF. The print measures approximately 29 inches x 21 inches and has been stored flat, out of the light and is in 

very good condition. Print historical detail : It is the summer of 1940. A woman rides her bike through the English countryside. Dawn has broken 

and the land begins to stir with the sounds of birds and farm animals. But this summer the wind carries another sound as well warplanes. For this 

is the summer of the Battle of Britain and the inhabitants of this small island nation struggle for their very way of life against huge odds amassed 

along the coast of Europe. The woman stops, gazes upward and offers a silent prayer, as Spitfires from 92 Squadron roar skyward to search out 

and destroy the fighters and bombers of Hitler's Luftwaffe. Est. £200 - 210 

6 - Richard Taylor Vital Force. This print is from the Limited Edition number 239 , 400 published in 2007 and is supplied with the original Certificate 

of Authenticity. The print is signed by the artist Richard Taylor and the original signatures of distinguished Battle of Britain Hurricane pilots Flight 

Lieutenant PETER HAIRS MD, Flight Lieutenant BILL GREEN and Group Captain BYRON DUCKENFIELD AFC. The print measures 

approximately 34.75 x 23 inches has been stored flat, out of the light and is in very good condition. Richard Taylor's poignant painting captures 

eloquently the urgency of a scramble an everyday occurrence during those frantic days in the summer of 1940. Battle of Britain ace Flight 

Lieutenant Ian Gleed leads a detachment of Hurricane Mk1s from 87 Squadron as they climb out of their Exeter airfield during the peak of the 

battle in the high summer of 1940. . Est. £40 - 50 

7 - WW2 Dambusters An official 617 Squadron Photograph taken shortly after the Dams Raid by Bassano, the court photographers, this 

photograph was reproduced in 2003 to commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the Dams Raid 16, 17th May 1943, number 285 , 500 supplied with 

Certificate of Authenticity and signed by 10 veterans of the historic Dams Raid. These signatories being Flight Sergeant K W Brown CGM RCAF 

Pilot AJ F, Flight Sergeant G A Chalmers DFM Wireless Operator AJ O (Townsend), Sergeant R E Grayston Flight Engineer AJ N (Knight), Flying 

Officer E C Johnson DFC Bomb Aimer AJ N (Knight), Sergeant G L Johnson DFM Bomb Aimer AJ T (McCarthy), Flight Sergeant G S McDonald 

RCAF Rear Gunner AJ F (Brown), Sergeant S Oancia DFM RCAF Bomb Aimer AJ F (Brown), Flying Officer D Rodger RCAF Rear Gunner AJ T 

(McCarthy), Sergeant F E Sunderland RCAF front Gunner AJ N (Knight) and Flight Lieutenant J L Munro Pilot AJ W. This print issue carries ten 

signatures and has been signed by Les Munro. A large number of this print issue do not have Les Munro and only have nine signatures (believe 

he became ill and could not complete the full signing). The print has been professionally framed and overall measures approximately 28.25 inch x 

17 inch (72cm x 43cm) has been kept out of the light (no fading), is in very good condition and a poignant reminder of the bravery of the men of 

617 Squadron RAF. Please note it was really hard to photograph this lot as the light was reflecting off of the glass. The print is near perfect 

condition, just really hard to photograph without reflection or shadow! . Est. £200 - 210 

8 - Gerald Coulson A pair of scarce well signed companion prints from Low Level Encounter Aces Edition between them totalling 18 signatures of 

WW2 Luftwaffe and RAF veterans of The Battle of Britain. These two companion prints are both matching number 15, 30 and were only available 

as the companion prints for Low Level Encounter Aces Edition which was limited to 30 in total and are supplied with the original Certificate of 

Authenticity. The Messerschmitt print has been professionally conservation framed to a very high standard and includes an original cloth Luftwaffe 



 

 

Eagle within the mount , frame, signed by the artist, Gerald Coulson, and eight Luftwaffe veterans who fought in the Battle of Britain these being 

Major Erich Rudorffer KC, Hauptman Hugo Dalmer KC, Leutnant Hermann Neuhoff KC, Hauptman Wolf Dietrich Huy KC, Hauptman Bruno Stolle 

KC, Oberleutnant Gunter Seeger KC, Hauptman Otto Schultz KC and Oberfeldwebel Hellmut Schonfelder KC. The Spitfire print has been 

professionally conservation framed to a very high standard to match the other print and includes an original set of cloth RAF Wings within the 

mount , frame, signed by the artist, Gerald Coulson, and ten RAF veterans who fought in the Battle of Britain these being AVM Johnnie Johnson 

CB CBE DSO DFC, Warrant Officer Peter Fox, Squadron Leader Paddy Barthropp DFC AFC, AVM Sandy Johnstone CB DFC AE DL, Squadron 

Leader Cyril Bamberger DFC, Squadron Leader Joyclyn Millard AE KSG, Wing Commander Tom Neil DFC AFC, Group Captain Billy Drake DSO 

DFC, Wing Commander Bob Doe DSO DFC and Wing Commander Christopher ' Bunny ' Currant DSO DFC. These really are a nicely signed well 

framed pair of prints and each measures approx 21 inch x 17.5 inch (53cm x 44cm) have been kept out of the light (no fading), are in very good 

condition and a poignant reminder of the bravery of all the men of both sides who fought in the Battle of Britain. Please note it was really hard to 

photograph this lot as the light was reflecting off of the glass. These prints are in near perfect condition, just really hard to photograph without 

reflection or shadow! . Est. £200 - 210 

9 - Rare An original Aaron Arrowsmith 1809 map titled A Map of the Pyrenees and the Adjacent Provinces by Roussel, and Blottiere with additions 

from Tofino, and Lopez, Dedicated by Permission to His Royal Highness The Prince Of Wales by His Royal Highness's Much Obliged Humble 

Sert. A Arrowsmith 10 Soho Square 1809. This is an interesting historical map published at a time (1809) when the French Army under Napoleon 

has been forced back through Spain to the borders of France during the Peninsular War (1807 1814). This original Arrowsmith map is made from 

30 printed sections each approx 8.5 inch x 6.5 inch (22cm x 17cm) mounted on linen which overall when unfolded measures approx 43.5 inch x 

40.5 inch (110.5cm x 103cm) and approx 7 inch x 9 inch (17.5cm x 22cm) when folded. This map really is in remarkably good condition. There are 

no rips, tears, obvious defects at all other than slight age discolouration on the two rear panel faces exposed when the map is folded and it is very 

hard to find this map in this sort of condition (see photographs). Est. £400 - 600 

10 - An original page , leaf of an antique 16th Century Qur'an , Koran from Persia circa 1551. This fine manuscript is from a Qur'an , Koran scribed 

by Adb al Haq bin Hassan ibn Ahmed ibn Yahya al Isfahani in Isfahan, Persia in AD 1551. The script is Naskhi and is of fine quality, with floral 

motif marginal medallions throughout. The volume as a whole was too damaged to repair but most of the leaves have been saved. This is a finely 

scribed and very good example from a Qur'an , Koran dating back some 470 years with an identified scribe from the city of Isfahan and measures 

approx 11cm wide x 14cm high, nicely framed (overall size of fame approx 27.5cm x 31cm) and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. 

£50 - 100 

11 - An original page , leaf of an antique 16th Century Qur'an , Koran from North India circa 1500 1550. This fine manuscript of unusual design 

was scribed by Uthman bin al Husain al Waraf in North India in the early to mid-16th Century. The script is Naskhi and is of fine quality with the 

first, middle and last lines in gold thuluth. Margins have been illuminated with gold vines and some later suras are marked with blue roundels in the 

margins. It is very similar to the illustration on page 65 of Safadi's textbook Islamic Calligraphy which was dated AD 1538. The volume as a whole 

was too damaged to repair but most of the leaves have been saved. This is a finely scribed and very good example from a Qur'an , Koran dating 

back almost 500 years with an identified scribe from North India and measures approx 6cm wide x 9.5cm high, nicely framed (overall size of fame 

approx 21.5cm x 26cm) and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 100 

12 - Rare Recollections of One of The Light Brigade by Albert Mitchell published by Richard Pelton Tunbridge Wells and Hamilton Adams & Co. 

London Second Edition 1885. Albert Mitchell (1830 1897) enlisted in the 13th Light Dragoons at London on 2nd March 1851. During the Crimean 

War at the Battle of Balaclava he rode in the famous Charge of The Light Brigade on 25th October 1854 having his horse shot from under him but 

surviving unscathed. After rising to the rank of Sergeant he left the Army in 1862 and joined the Kent County Constabulary serving for many years 

until retiring in 1884. Albert Mitchell's book, Recollections of One of The Light Brigade, was published shortly afterwards (this is a Second Edition 

copy dating from 1885) and is widely regarded as one of the best accounts of the experiences of a ranker in the Crimean War. This being a 

second edition has extracts from a series of letters from A W Kinglake Historian of The Crimean War reprinted with his direct permission given in 

1885 Dear Sir, I am glad to hear that your excellent Narrative is reaching a Second Edition, and I at once assent to your request. This is a rare 

book measuring approx 13cm x 18.5cm. It has the original front and back covers printed in gold text (now faded but still readable with care), the 

edges , corners are slightly rubbed and the spine appears to have been professionally repaired at some point in the past, otherwise this book is in 

very good condition (see photographs). An Internet search shows that an ABA Member noted in 2010 as this book having just four copies on 

COPAC and none on OCLC. . Est. £300 - 500 

13 - Unusual An original 51st Regiment of Foot 1866 Account, Monthly Settlements, Clothing Account and Saving's Bank Account Book for 

Thomas Perfect No. 1741 published by Ford and Tilt London 1866 (W.O. Form 267). This is a rare surviving original paper personal pay and 

record book detailing the Army career of Thomas Perfect and gives his enlistment on 31st October 1866 in the County of Derby aged 18 years, a 

labourer born in the Parish of All Saints, Derby. There is an amazing amount of detail in this book following Thomas Perfect No. 1741 Army career, 

his various postings, pay (counter signed by various officers), pay advances (including an advance of £1 10s 0d on 1st December 1867 as he is 

going on furlough!), bounty, promotion in rank, reduction in rank, next of kin etc. The last entry that was noted during this auction catalogue 

appraisal was 1878. This really is a rare and interesting book that gives a real insight into the life and times during the Victorian period of Thomas 

Perfect No.1741 51st Regiment of Foot. The book measures approx 12cm x 17cm and is in two parts. The first part is Thomas Perfect No. 1741 

Account Book and is 32 pages long, the second part is Thomas Perfect No. 1741 Monthly Settlements, Clothing Account and Saving's Bank 

Account Book part and is 12 pages long. The book shows some minor signs of age (cover is slightly dirty) otherwise is in very good condition and 

all pages all appear to be present , none are loose (see photographs). Est. £100 - 200 

14 - First Edition Rifle Volunteers How To Organize and Drill Them by Hans Busk published by Routledge, Warnes and Routledge London 1859 

(First Edition). Captain Hans Busk (1815 1882) is considered to be one of the originators of the 19th Century Volunteers movement and he served 

with the 1st Middlesex Rifle Volunteers. He wrote a number of influential practical manuals of rifle training as well as designing yachts, life boats 

and founding the School of Cookery at South Kensington. The book measures approx 11cm x 17cm (Pocket Size format), 118 pages long plus 



 

 

adverts, has the original orange paper covered front and back boards illustrated with uniforms specified in the text within and contains various 

other drawings , illustrations. The book shows some minor signs of age, is missing small piece of the spine cover otherwise it is in very good 

condition especially considering is a pocket size book from 1859 and most copies have not survived the test of time as well as this one (see 

photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

15 - First Edition Told From The Ranks. Recollections of Service During The Queen's Reign by Privates and Non Commissioned Officers of The 

British Army Collected by E Milton Small with Illustrations by W B Wollen published by Andrew Melrose London 1897. This is a very readable book 

full of good and ripping yarns with illustrations which covers the period from the Indian Mutiny (1857) through to the Chitral Expedition (1895). The 

book measures approx 15cm x 20cm, 219 pages, hardback with attractive illustrated boards to front, spine and gilt page edging to top edge. The 

book shows some minor signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

16 - First Edition The Old Field Officer or The Military And Sporting Adventures of Major Worthington by J H Stocqueler Volume 1 published by 

Adam and Charles Black Edinburgh 1853 First Edition. Joachim Hayward Stocqueler (1801 1886) lived an interesting life. He joined the East India 

Company Army, travelled widely and was a prolific writer often inspired by his travels. Frequently being short of money he spent time in a debtors 

prison in Calcutta and ran away from a court hearing in Kent in 1859, escaping to New York under the pseudonym of Siddons! The book 

measures approx 13cm x 19.5cm, 319 pages, hardback with gilt lettering and decoration, gilt page edging to all three edges. The book shows 

some minor signs of age, particularly to top and bottom edges of spine, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 60 

17 - Two Volume Set Stonewall Jackson And The American Civil War by Lieut. Col. G.F.R. Henderson Published by Longmans, Green and Co. 

London New York and Bombay 1905 volumes 1 and 2 both with portraits, maps and plans (including fold out). The books both measure approx 

15cm x 21cm, 447 and 528 pages, red hardback with gilt lettering on spines. The books show some minor signs of age, one fold out map is 

present but loose, otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £26 - 40 

18 - Through The Ranks To A Commission (by J E Ackland Troyte) Published by MacMillan and Co. 1881 Second Edition. This book was 

originally published anonymously in 1881 with a note from the publishers saying that they could guarantee the genuineness of the narrative. Now 

known to have been written by John Edward Acland Troyte (1848 1932) and tells of his experiences in the Army where he earned the rank of 

Captain serving in Gibraltar and Ireland. This book measures approx 13cm x 18.5cm , 180 pages, red hardback with black lettering. There is a 

book ownership plate for Francis H D C Whitmore pasted into the front of the book (see photographs). Colonel Sir Francis Henry Douglas Charlton 

Whitmore (1872 1962), 1st Baronet KCB CMG DSO TD JP was a British military officer (C, O 10th Royal Hussars) and land owner residing at 

Gumley Hall in Leicestershire. The book also has an owner's name written in black ink (see photographs). This is possibly Sir John Henry Douglas 

Whitmore (1937 2017) 2nd Baronet a pioneer of the executive coach industry, an author and a British racing car driver. The book shows some 

very minor signs of age, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 60 

19 - Rare Cavalry Memoranda by Lance Corpl. Frank J Carandini 16th (Queen's) Lancers Printed and Published At The Caxton Press Bangalore 

1874 (First , Only edition?). This is a very interesting book dealing with all aspects of cavalry tactics of the period with chapters covering past and 

present, the charge or attack, outposts, picquets, vedettes, patrols, advanced guards, rear guards, reconnaissance, escorts, marches, surprises 

and ambuscades. The 16th (Queen's) Lancers were stationed in India between 1865 and 1876 and there is a memorial to the 16th Lancers at 

Bangalore. This book was published in 1874 in Bangalore while The 16th (Queens's) Lancers were stationed in India but very little other 

information has been discovered about either this book or Lance Corpl. Frank Carandini. The book measures approx 11cm x 17cm, 173 pages, 

red soft back. The book shows some signs of age, cover a little dirty, cover lettering faded, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). 

Est. £40 - 60 

20 - First Edition The Journal of Corporal William Todd 1745 1762 Edited By Andrew Cormack and Alan Jones Published by Sutton Publishing Ltd 

for the Army Records Society 2001 First Edition. This is a well written and fascinating journal detailing life in the British Army at times of war and 

peace during the 18th Century. Written from the point of view and experiences of a member of the lower ranks at a time when many were illiterate. 

Corporal William Todd served in the Jacobite Rebellion in Yorkshire and then in 30th Foot from 1749 to 1760 in Ireland, England, the Isle of Wight 

and in the 12th Foot in Germany until his discharge in 1763. This book measures approx 14.5cm x 22.5cm, hard back, with dust jacket, 92,000 

words of original text, 30,000 words of linking text and explanatory notes, 11 maps and 5 Appendices. This book is in near perfect , fine condition 

(see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

21 - First Edition Trusty And Well Beloved The Letters Home of William Harness An Officer of George III Edited by Caroline M Duncan Jones 

Published by SPCK London 1957 First Edition. An interesting book giving real insight into the life and times of an 18th Century British Army 

Officer. This book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 211 pages, yellow hard back with dust jacket, illustrated. The book shows just some very 

minor signs of age, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

22 - Three vintage military history books comprising A British Rifle Man Journals and Correspondence during the Peninsular War and the 

Campaign of Wellington by Major George Simmons Published by Greenhill Books 1986 First Edition. This is a complete and unabridged re print of 

the original book published in 1899. This book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 386 pages, hard back with dust jacket and shows just some very 

minor signs of age, otherwise is in very good , near fine condition (see photographs) and Gunner At Large The Diary of James Wood R.A. 1746 

1765 Edited by Rex Whitworth Published by Leo Cooper London 1988 First Edition. This book measures approx 16cm x 24cm, 162 pages, hard 

back with dust jacket, illustrated and shows just some very minor signs of age, otherwise is in very good , near fine condition (see photographs) 

together with The Letters of Private Wheeler 1809 1828 Edited and with a foreword by Captain B H Liddell Hart Published by Michael Joseph 

London 1952. An interesting firsthand account of an infantry man serving in the Napoleonic Wars. This book measures approx 15cm x 22cm, 287 

pages, hard back (no dust jacket). The book shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

23 - Two vintage British History books comprising What The Butler Saw Two Hundred and fifty years of the servant problem by E S Turner 

Published by Michael Joseph London 1962 First edition. British Social history from a fascinating angle, the problem of servants from the start of 

the 18th century onwards! This book measures 15cm x 22cm, 304 pages, hard back (no dust jacket) shows some light signs of age otherwise is in 

very good condition (see photographs) together with Memoirs of an Eighteenth Century Footman John MacDonald Travels (1745 1779) with an 



 

 

Introduction by John Beresford Published by George Routledge & Sons Ltd London 1927. In these memoirs Scottish Highlander John MacDonald 

paints a vivid picture of his life in service during the 18th Century in the company of blind fiddlers, maid servants, Scottish aristocracy, soldiers, 

historians, Oriental Princes and servants of the East India Company! The book measures approx 15cm x 23cm, 256 pages, hard back (no dust 

jacket), shows some light signs of age, spine faded, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £16 - 26 

24 - Three vintage military history books comprising The Defence Of Duffers Drift by Major General Sir E D Swinton KBE CB DSO Published by 

William Clownes & Sons London 1940. This book was originally published in 1904 by Earnest Swinton who was inspired by his experiences in The 

Boer War (1899 1902) and in his words is A few experiences in field defence for detached posts which may prove useful in our next war. This 

book measures approx 15.5cm x 24.5cm, 39 pages, soft back, illustrated with maps. The book shows some signs of age, front cover has a dark 

mark to the top (caused by light? mark is not on the inside), otherwise is in good condition (see photographs), Following The Drum by Horace 

Windham Published by Andrew Melrose (date uncertain). This is a very interesting account of life in the late Victorian army. This book measures 

approx 13cm x 19cm, 308 pages, hardback, no dust jacket, black , white illustrations. Unfortunately the title page is missing so year of publication 

is unknown. The book shows some signs of age, title on front cover and spine are faded, otherwise is in good condition (see photographs) and 

The Yeomanry Regiments A Pictorial History by P J R Mileham Published by Spellmount Tunbridge Wells 1985 First Edition. This book measures 

approx 19.5cm x 25.5cm, 124 pages, hard back, black , white and colour photographs, with unclipped pictorial dust jacket in very good , near fine 

condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

25 - Three vintage books on collectable Militaria comprising Collecting Volunteer Militaria by R J Wyatt Published by David & Charles Newton 

Abbot 1974 First Edition, hardback with dust jacket in very good condition together with Buttons of The British Army 1855 1970 An Illustrated 

Guide for Collectors by Howard Ripley Published by Arms and Armour Press 1979, hardback with dust jacket in very good condition and The Lyle 

Official Arms and Armour Review 1978 Published by Lyle 1977, shows some light signs of age on dust jacket, otherwise is in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

26 - Field Artillery Training 1914 First Edition published by H.M.S.O. London 1914, 436 pages, with original boards and gilt lettering on spine. A 

very comprehensive WW1 artillery training manual, this copy has several stamps for 41st O.S. Battery C.F.A. (Canadian Field Artillery) and 66th 

Battery C.F.A. 14th Brigade C.E.F. Orderly Room (Canadian Expeditionary Force). This book is in very good original condition and it is unusual to 

find an original copy in as good condition as this one (see photographs). Est. £40 - 60 

27 - Rare The Volunteer Force List July 1917 A Distribution List of Officers With Particulars of the Authorities Concerned in the Administration of 

Volunteer Corp Raised in Great Britain Corrected to 31st May 1917 Printed by J J Keliher for HMSO 1917. This is a rare surviving book from 1917 

marked FOR OFFICAL USE ONLY which literally lists the names, ranks and unit details of hundreds and hundreds of officers. The book lists the 

Regiments , Battalions in alphabetical order and there is also an index of officer names at the rear of the book which corresponds back to the 

alphabetical Regimental lists. Surprisingly, tucked inside this book was a letter signed by Captain E R Cockburn of The Territorial Force 

Association of the County of Ayr dated 5 7 16 and addressed Dear Colonel. In the letter Captain Cockburn makes several suggestions as to how 

the Volunteer Force List could be improved. There is a Lieutenant E R Cockburn listed as taking part in the relief of Kimberly during the Boer War 

(1899 1902) and it would be interesting to ascertain if this is the same man who wrote this letter. An interesting and unusual surviving official book 

from WW1 which measures approx 13cm x 19.5cm, soft back and is in very good original condition together with a very interesting an unusual 

letter, also in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 60 

28 - First Edition Three Personal Records Of The War by R H Mottram, John Easton and Eric Partridge Published by The Scholartis Press London 

1929 First Edition. All three contributors fought in WW1 and Mottram contributes 'A Personal Record', Easton 'Broadchalk, a Chronicle' and 

Partridge ' Frank Honywood, Private' a war autobiography dealing with the Australian Forces while the other two served in the British 

Expeditionary Force. The book measures approx 16cm x 24cm, hard back, black, gilt titles to the spine, illustrated with two black and white maps, 

complete with original unclipped dust jacket (uncommon to find this book with the original dust jacket). The book shows some signs of age, dust 

jacket is toned on the spine, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

29 - Three Years With The 9th (Scottish) Division by Lieut. Colonel W D Croft CMG DSO Published by John Murray London 1919 First Edition 

(Second Impression). The author became the commanding officer of 27th (Lowland) Brigade of which the 9th Scottish Division was part and the 

book covers his experiences of the WW1 battles on the Somme, Vimy, Arras, Ypres, Gouzeaucourt etc. The book measures approx 14cm x 20cm, 

hard back with gilt lettering on spine, a gilt thistle on front cover, gilt page edging to top edge, 303 pages, with illustrations and folding maps at 

rear. The book shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

30 - First Edition Fifty Amazing Stories Of The Great War Published by Oldhams Ltd 1936 First Edition. A collection of accounts covering all 

aspects and fronts of WW1 from the army, navy and flying corps includes such writers as Philip Gibbs, Compton Mackenzie, Bruce Bairnsfather, 

E.Kebble, Chatterton, R H Mottram etc. The book measures approx 15cm x 22cm, 767 pages, hard back with gilt lettering, pictorial inner cover 

and black , white illustrations. The book shows some light signs of age, some evidence of historical water exposure, lettering on spine bit faded, 

otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

31 - Two vintage WW1 history books comprising In Flanders Fields The 1917 Campaign by Leon Wolff Published by The Folio Society London 

2003. This is a reprint of the book originally published by Leon Wolff in 1958 and is a detailed history of Third Battle of Ypres. The book is approx 

16.5cm x 24cm, 298 pages, illustrated with photographs and maps, hard back with pictorial boards (no dust jacket) and is in very good condition 

together with Fighting In Flanders by E Alexander Powell Published by William Heinemann London 1914 First Edition. E Alexander Powell was a 

special correspondent with The New York World newspaper and was embedded with the Belgium forces in the field. This book is has numerous 

photographs taken at the front and is an interesting eye witness account of the early phase of WW1. The book measures approx 13cm x 19.5cm, 

231 pages, orange hard back. The book shows signs of wear, has a tear on the inner board hinge, has several loose pages particularly at the front 

and is in good , fair condition. Est. £10 - 16 

32 - First Edition Ace High by Flight Lieutenant Published by The Ace Publishing Company London 1936 First Edition (Printers Code H36 783). 

Flight Lieutenant is a pseudonym of Captain W E Johns (1893 1968) and this book contains four of his Biggles style flying stories along with three 



 

 

stories by Geo. E. Rochester, one by William Hansboro nicely illustrated by Howard Leigh and Stanley Orton Bradshaw. A First Edition hard back, 

approx 18 x 23cm, 248 pages, with colour and b, w plates on coated paper. The book shows some signs of age, spine hinge split in several places 

and rubbed corners, otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

33 - Biggles Pioneer Air Fighter by Captain W E Johns Published by Thames Publishing , Dean & Son London circa 1965. Captain W E Johns was 

the pen name of William Earl Johns (1893 1968) who had been a WW1 pilot and used his experiences to create the character Biggles. Captain W 

E Johns went on to write 161 books and this is a nice example of one of them. The book is approx 13.5cm x 19cm, 184 pages, with pictorial dust 

jacket. The book shows some signs of age, dust jacket is worn at top of spine, otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

34 - First Edition An Illustrated History Of The R.A.F. Battle of Britain 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition by Roy Conyers Nesbit Foreword 

by Air Vice Marshall J E (Johnnie) Johnstone CB CBE DSO DFC DL Published by Colour Library Books 1990 First Edition. A very comprehensive 

history of the R.A.F. superbly illustrated with many contemporary black , white and colour photographs. The book measures approx 27cm x 35cm 

(Folio Format), 320 pages, hard back in an unclipped pictorial dust jacket, has a pen inscription Christmas 1990 written on the inner front page 

otherwise is in very good , near fine condition (see photographs) . Est. £10 - 16 

35 - First Edition British Strategy A Study Of The Application Of The Principles Of War by Major General Sir F Maurice KCMG CB LLD Published 

by Constable & Co London 1929 First Edition. Interestingly, this book used to belong to the Royal Air Force Staff College Library (book plate 

pasted in to the front). This unusual book measures approx 15cm x 22cm, hard back, 243 pages, no dust jacket and shows some signs of age, the 

spine board is attached but the spine board hinges are split otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

36 - Two interesting war time published contemporary WW2 history books comprising From Tunisia To Normandy by Major General H Rowan 

Robinson CB CMG DSO Published by Hutchinson London 1944 First Edition. A contemporary account of WWII from early 1943 to mid-1944, by 

noted military analyst H. Rowan Robinson. He looks at major events of WWII including Stalingrad, Allied victory in North Africa, Burma, the Atlantic 

war, the Summer and Winter offensives in Russia in 1943, Sicily, Italy, the Balkans and an Epilogue covers D Day in early June 1944. The book 

measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 176 pages, hard back, 14 maps, no dust jacket, ex Boots Book Lovers Library, the book shows signs of age , 

wear, spine a little faded, otherwise is in good condition (see photographs) and Blitzkrieg by F O Miksche Major General Staff Spanish Republican 

Army Published by Faber And Faber London 1942 First Edition Second Impression. The author fought in the Spanish Civil War and this book is a 

contemporary detailed analysis of Nazi Blitzkrieg tactics. The book measures approx 13.5cm x 20.5cm, 249 pages, hard back, numerous 

diagrams, no dust jacket, the book shows signs of age , wear particularly at top and bottom of spine board otherwise is in good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

37 - Three vintage Naval history books comprising Above And Under Hatches. Recollections of James Anthony Gardner RN Edited by Christopher 

Lloyd Published by Batchworth Press London 1955 First Edition. An autobiography of James Antony Gardner an eccentric Irishman who reached 

the rank of Commander in Nelson's Navy. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 200 pages, hard back, with dust jacket, shows signs of age 

, wear particularly on dust jacket otherwise is in good condition (see photographs), The Romance of The Submarine by G Gibbard Jackson 

Published by Sampson Low London circa 1930. This is an early submarine history book fully illustrated by drawings and photographs. The book 

measures approx 14cm x 22cm, 244 pages, hard back, no dust jacket, ex Oldham library, shows signs of age , wear particularly on spine board 

otherwise is in good , fair condition (see photographs) and Manual of Seamanship for Boys Training Ships Of The Royal Navy 1891. This is an 

interesting early book however it show some noticeable signs of age , wear, has some loose pages at the front, the spine board hinge is split, the 

front board hinge is split on inside otherwise is in fair condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

38 - Service Through Six Reigns. Memoirs of a veteran Seaforth Highlander 1891 to 1953 by A F Corbett Privately Published Printed by Jarrold 

and Sons Norwich 1953 First Edition. Serving through a period of great change, A F Corbett took part in the Cretan Campaign 1897, the Sudan 

1898, the South African War 1899, WW1 1914 18, Home Guard WW2 1939 45 and joined the Civil Defence. The book measures approx 13cm x 

19cm, 77 pages, red hard back with gilt lettering, no dust jacket, has two copies of letters included (one from Queen Elizabeth II) and shows very 

minor signs of age otherwise is in very good , near fine condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

39 - First Edition Lodz Ghetto Album : Photographs by Henryk Ross, Selected by Martin Parr & Timothy Prus, Foreword by Robert Jan Van Pelt 

and Text by Thomas Weber published by Chris Boot 2004 First Edition hard back with dust jacket, bound in maroon boards with white titles. 

Henryk Ross was a sport , press photographer in Lodz before WW2 and his incarceration in the Lodz ghetto. He became an official photographer 

in Lodz producing identity papers and propaganda photographs. He risked his life daily by also taking photographs of the atrocities going on 

around him in the Lodz ghetto. This is a very powerful book containing 160 photographs and a wealth of historical information. The light coloured 

dust jacket has some marks, a very small tear at centre top and has a water mark on the rear which has slightly marked the outside of the back 

cover (see photographs) otherwise this book is in very good condition. Est. £30 - 50 

40 - First Edition Diary of a Nightmare Berlin 1942 1945 by Ursula Von Kardorff published by Rupert Hart Davis London 1965 First Edition hard 

back with dust jacket. Ursula Von Kardoff was a journalist who lived in Berlin during WW2 who witnessed the fall of the Nazi party, the massive 

destruction caused by Allied bombings and the final capture by the Soviet Red Army in 1945. This is an Ex RAF Stafford (16MU) library book (last 

borrowed in 1971!) and the dust jacket shows some signs of age, wear and a tape repair otherwise this book is in good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

41 - First Edition One Woman's War by Asja Mercer in collaboration with Robert Jackson published by Wingate London 1958 First Edition 

hardback with dust jacket. This is the remarkable true story of a Latvian woman who organised a resistance movement during WW2, firstly, 

against the Soviet occupiers, then against the Germans after they invaded and took occupation. This is an Ex RAF Stafford (16MU) library book 

(last borrowed in 1992!) and the dust jacket shows some signs of age, wear and a tape repair otherwise this book is in good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

42 - Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler English Version published by Hurst and Blackett London 1939 Unexpurgated Edition, Two Volumes in One. This is 

a rare English version of Mein Kampf (My Struggle) published in London in 1939, bound in blue boards with gilt lettering on spine and a gilt Nazi 

insignia on the front cover. This book shows some signs of age , wear otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 



 

 

43 - WW2 Luftwaffe Multi signed Laurels for Prinz Wittgenstein by Werner P Roell Published by Independent Books Bromley 1994 First edition. 

Heinrich Prinz zu Sayn Wittgenstein Sayn (1916 1944) was a German Luftwaffe night fighter pilot and Flying Ace during WW2. At the time of his 

death, Prinz Wittgenstein was the highest scoring night fighter pilot in the Luftwaffe and still the third highest by the end of World War II, with 83 

aerial victories to his credit. This book is signed by six WW2 Luftwaffe pilots namely Major Werner Roell KC author of Laurels for Prinz 

Wittgenstein, Oberst Hajo Hermann KC, Oberst I.G Wolfgang Falck KC, Major Gunter Rall KC, Major Heinz Cramer and Feldwebel Friedrich 

Ostheimer a radar , radio operator who flew 80 sorties with Prinz Wittgenstein. The book measures approx 24cm x 16.5cm, 192 pages, hard back 

with dust jacket and is in fine condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

44 - WW2 Luftwaffe Multi signed The Lent Papers : Helmut Lent by Peter Hinchliffe Published by Cerberus 2003 First Edition. Helmut Lent KC 

(1918 1944) was a German Luftwaffe night fighter Ace in WW2 and had 110 confirmed aerial victories, 102 of them at night. He died as a result of 

a flying accident in October 1944. This book is signed by the author and four noted WW2 Luftwaffe night fighter pilots namely Oberst Wolfgang 

Falck, Major Paul Zorner, Oberstleutnant Hans Joachim Jabs and Hauptmann Georg Herman Greiner. The book measures approx 19.5cm x 

25.5cm, 304 pages, hard back with dust jacket and is in fine condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

45 - Rare WW2 Luftwaffe The original wartime signature of Helmut Lent KC (1918 1944) who was a German Luftwaffe night fighter Ace in WW2 

and had 110 confirmed aerial victories, 102 of them at night. He died as a result of a flying accident in October 1944. This signature was cut from a 

damaged original wartime Luftwaffe document with the intention of adding it to the other WW2 Luftwaffe signatures inside the book The Lent 

Papers (see previous lot) but this was never actually done. This original wartime signature of Helmut Lent in black ink is on paper measuring 

approx 13.5cm wide x 14.5cm high, the paper shows very light signs of age and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 60 

46 - Scarce WW2 A black and white portrait photograph bearing the original wartime signature of Hermann Wilhelm Göring (or Goering) (1893 

1946). Göring was a German politician, military leader, and convicted war criminal. He was one of the most powerful figures in the Nazi Party. 

which ruled Germany from 1933 to 1945. A veteran WW1 fighter pilot ace, Göring was a recipient of the Blue Max. He was the last commander of 

Jagdgeschwader 1 (JG I), the fighter wing once led by Manfred Von Richthofen. An early member of the Nazi Party, he was among those 

wounded in Adolf Hitler's failed Beer Hall Putsch in 1923. After Hitler became Chancellor of Germany in 1933, Göring was named as minister 

without portfolio in the new government. Goring was Chief of The Luftwaffe High Command from 1st March 1935 to 24th April 1945 and was found 

guilty on four charges at The Nuremberg Trials in 1946, Goring committed suicide with a cyanide pill the night before he was due to be hanged. 

This is a rare original black and white wartime portrait photograph overall measuring approx 8 inch x 10 inch (20cm x 25.5cm) bearing the original 

wartime signature of Herman Göring in black ink, the photograph is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £200 - 210 

47 - WW2 German SS A Christmas card signed by Walter Reder (1915 1991) dated 10th December 1971, sent from Gaeta Prison in Italy and 

addressed to Frl. Gertrud Pinnhammer in Germany with a personal message to her from Reder written in German (untranslated) together with the 

original envelope postmarked Gaeta 11 12 1971 and printed with Major Walter Reders Gaeta prison address on the rear. Both the card and the 

envelope are in very good condition (see photographs). Walter Reder was an Austrian SS commander and war criminal during World War II. He 

served with the SS Division Totenkopf and the SS Division Reichsführer SS. He and the unit under his command committed the Marzabotto 

massacre in Italy in 1944. In October 1951 he was sentenced to life imprisonment at a fortress prison in Gaeta, on the Tyrrhenian Sea coast 

between of Naples and Rome. The citizens of Marzabotto and survivors of the massacre voted 237 to 1 against freeing Reder. Local officials had 

stated that as many as 1,830 civilians died in massacres in and around Marzabotto. Reder was paroled in January 1985, after which he returned 

to Austria. He died in 1991. The card and envelope are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

48 - WW2 German SS A letter signed by Herbert Kappler (1907 1978) dated 19th July 1971, sent from Gaeta Prison in Italy and addressed to 

Fraulein Pinnhammer with a personal message to her from Kappler written in German (untranslated). The letter measures approx 22cm x 14cm 

and is in very good condition (see photographs). Herbert Kappler was the German Head of Police & Security Services (Oberbefehlshaber des 

Sicherheitspolizei und Sicherheitsdienst) in Rome during World War II He was a convicted war criminal responsible for the Ardeatine massacre of 

24th March 1944. Kappler was tried by an Italian military tribunal in 1948 and sentenced to life imprisonment at a fortress prison in Gaeta, on the 

Tyrrhenian Sea coast between of Naples and Rome, eventually escaping to West Germany with the assistance of his second wife in August 1977, 

six months before he died. The letter is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

49 - WW2 U Boat A black and white photograph signed by U Boat Commander K F Merten (1905 1993) dated 1968, measuring approx 6 x 4 inch 

(10 x 15cm), the picture is of the crew in boats on way out to U 68. Karl Friedrich Merten commanded the U Boat U 68 in Nazi Germany's 

Kriegsmarine during WW2. Merten was credited with the sinking of 27 ships for a total of 170,151 gross register tons (GRT) of Allied shipping. The 

photograph is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

50 - Scarce WW2 An original German Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet Badge by Adolf Bock Ausf Schwerin, Berlin. This is an excellent condition 

early Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet Badge (Flottenkriegsabzeichen) by Adolf Bock Ausf Schwerin, Berlin . The obverse of the badge depicts a 

frontal image of a battleship cutting through the waves surrounded by high quality fire gilded oval oak leaf wreath, surmounted by a fire gilded 

Kriegsmarine Eagle clutching a swastika. The reverse of the decoration has the maker's mark FEC. ADOLF BOCK AUSF. SCHWERIN BERLIN 

complete with a vertical block hinge and flat wire catch in perfect working order. The Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet Badge 

(Flottenkriegsabzeichen), was awarded to Naval personnel on battleships and cruisers, but also to crews that provided logistical support. Instituted 

in April 1941, it was awarded to crews who served 12 week service on a battleship or cruisers or to recipients wound or killed during operations or 

outstanding achievements in a naval engagement. The Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet Badge was worn on the lower part of the left breast pocket, 

underneath the Iron Cross if awarded. This High Seas Fleet Badge measures approx 55mm high x 43mm wide, was made by a premium 

manufacturer and really is in an exceptionally good condition. The man who owned this badge had done so for a long time and described it as the 

best condition High Seas Fleet Badge he had seen in almost 40 years of collecting (see photographs). Est. £300 - 350 

51 - WW2 , 1930s An original German N.S.K.O.V. Aluminium alloy breast eagle. The Nationalsozialistische Kriegsopferversorgung (N.S.K.O.V.), 

meaning National Socialist War Victim's Care, was a social welfare organization for seriously wounded veterans as well as front line fighters of 

World War One. The NSKOV was established in 1934 and was affiliated to the Nazi Party. The headquarters of the organization was in 



 

 

Kreuzburg, Berlin. This original German WW2 , 1930s N.S.K.O.V. Aluminium alloy breast eagle measures approx 95mm wide with black enamel 

Iron cross to its chest, crossed swords and holds a Swastika in its talons, complete with correct brass pin back fastening in perfect working order 

and has the makers mark No.2 Ges. Gesch and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

52 - WW2 , 1930s An original German Army Medical Service , Wehrmacht Heer Sanitater collar tab for enlisted personnel and Non Commissioned 

Officers (NCO's). This original WW2 , 1930s Wehrmacht Heer Sanitater collar tab measures approx 75mm x 30mm and is in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

53 - WW1 An original Prussian Fusilier Regiment No. 90 shoulder board. This is a slate , field grey stitch on shoulder board with the red overlaid 

monogram of the 90th Fusilier Regiment (circa 1915?). The overlaid red motifs are beautifully formed and finely stitched to the shoulder boards. 

This original WW1 Prussian Fusilier shoulder board measures approx 115mm x 55mm and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 

30 

54 - WW1 , 1920s An original Imperial German Army veterans Front Fighters badge. The badge is shield shaped, the front shows an Iron Cross 

behind a German Army helmet pierced from below by a sword and appears to have been silver washed, the back retains the original butterfly 

fitting in perfect working order. This original WW1 Imperial German Army veterans Front Fighters badge measures approx 26mm high x 17mm 

wide and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

55 - WW1 , 1920s An original Imperial German Commemorative Veterans Medal 1914 1919 for returnees and prisoners of war. This medal is 

unsigned and is silver gilt probably on bronze. The front shows a bearded soldier with stick and haversack walking home and the back has an Iron 

Cross and lines of German writing which roughly translate as POW The one who returned home happily. For a lasting memory 1914 1919. This 

original Imperial German Commemorative Medal measures approx 38mm high x 26mm wide and is missing the top suspension loop otherwise is 

in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

56 - WW1 , 1920s An original Imperial German Commemorative Veterans Kyffhauser Union 1914 1918 Medal awarded by the German Kyffhauser 

Bund ( Veterans support association ) to veterans of the First World War. The War Commemorative Medal of the Kyffhauser Union was instituted 

in 1921 by the Kyffhauserbund as the German government refused to create such an award. It was awarded to individuals for service on the front 

lines and on the home front, as well as for loyal service of reservists. This medal had to be purchased by veterans following presentation of an 

award document and was designed by German sculptor Hermann Kurt Hosaeus. For many veterans, this was the only WWI service medal that 

was worn until the German Cross of Honour (Ehrenkreuz) was officially established in 1934. The medal obverse dated '1914 1918' and inscribed 

'Blank die Wehr, Rein die Her' (Shining Arms, Pure Honour), signed 'HOSAEUS' at the base, the reverse inscribed in German translated as 

Upright and battered we came through four years of struggle withstanding a world of enemies, Hindenburg. This original oval gilt bronze Imperial 

German Veterans Kyffhauser medal measures approx 55mm high x 30mm wide, has several small surface marks otherwise is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

57 - Pre WW1 An original Imperial German , Prussian Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Medal. This medal, which is also known as the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Centenary Medal, was established on March 22, 1897, by Kaiser Wilhem II on the occasion of the 100th Birthday of his grandfather, Kaiser 

Wilhelm I. The medal was awarded by Prussia to state and university officials, as well as all military officers, non-commissioned officers and 

enlisted personnel, which were actively serving in army, navy and Schutztruppe. Medals were also awarded to the surviving veterans of the First 

Schleswig War, Second Schleswig War, Austro Prussian War, and the Franco Prussian War. The medal is made of bronze gunmetal from 

captured cannon and measures approx 40mm in diameter and is missing the top suspension loop otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

58 - Franco Prussian War 1870 1871 An unusual collection of original artefacts dating from The Franco Prussian War of 19th July 1870 to 10th 

May 1871. These artefacts are known to have been found on the streets of Paris and surrounding fields by a resident of Paris during and after the 

Siege which occurred between the 19th of September 1870 and ended on the 28th January 1871 with the capture of Paris by forces of the various 

states of the North German Confederation, led by the Kingdom of Prussia. These artefacts were passed on through several generations until they 

were given to the present owner. Originally contained within a wooden box, which unfortunately did not stand the test of time, the artefacts remain 

preserved in very good condition. There are around 19 separate artefacts in this collection weighing approx 5.75kg and include large thick pieces 

of cast iron shrapnel from large calibre siege howitzers one of which has a vintage brass plaque attached which reads Siege of Paris 1870, 

various parts of brass fuses, a round iron shot, a Republique Francaise military button, a tip of a broken and twisted bayonet, a bullet case, a Minie 

type ball etc (see photographs). Please note that a pound coin is shown in the photographs to give a better idea of scale. All of these items have 

been in a box, untouched for many years. They are all totally inert, free from any explosives and legal to own. This is an unusual, interesting 

collection with a good provenance and genuine Franco Prussian Siege of Paris 1870 artefact collections like this do not come on to the market 

very often. Est. £80 - 120 

59 - Scarce WW1 An original pair of Royal Air Force (RAF) embroidered cloth pilots wings circa 1918. This is scarce early example of the Royal 

Flying Corps (RFC) , Royal Air Force (RAF) transitional period pilots wings used from April 1918 to Spring 1919. These nice original early wings 

measure approx 105mm wide and are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 60 

60 - Scarce WW1 Royal Flying Corps (RFC) original 1st Class Air Mechanic badge. This is scarce original example of the Royal Flying Corps 

(RFC) 1st Class Air Mechanic embroidered cloth two blade propeller rank badge worn on the right sleeve of service dress jacket , tunic and 

greatcoat. The badge measures approx 70mm wide and is in very good , unworn condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 60 

61 - Scarce Two original WW1 RNAS pilots gilt cuff eagles. During WW1 members of the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) wore a small pair of gilt 

wings on the left arm cuff to distinguish them as aircrew. The reverse of these cuff eagles have three thin screw posts and nuts (see photographs). 

The presence of three screw posts is regarded as an early issue and that worn on the RNAS uniform. This eagle pattern was worn by officers in 

the newly formed RAF in 1918 but these RAF eagles usually have two screw posts and a backing plate which would incorporate the crown. Both 

of these original WW1 RNAS cuff eagles measure approx 53mm wide and are in very good condition. One retains the original backing plate and 

all three of the original brass nuts. The other is missing the backing plate and nuts (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 



 

 

62 - WW1 An original Trench Art finger ring made from recovered aircraft aluminium and engraved Amiens 1917. This is a really nice example of 

this type of ring, it has a pleasing feel and a pleasantly toned patina, diameter measures approx 19 , 20mm (UK size S , T US size 9 ½ , 10) and is 

in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

63 - WW1 An original Christmas 1914 Princess Mary Gift Fund embossed brass box and Victorious New Year card. This brass gift box would have 

originally contained a variety of items such as tobacco and chocolate. It was intended as a Christmas present to those serving in the armed forces 

at Christmas in 1914 and was paid for by a public fund backed by Princess Mary. It was Princess Mary's express wish that 'every sailor afloat and 

every soldier at the front' should have the present. The gifts were devised in October 1914 and intended for distribution to all who were serving 

overseas or at sea in time for Christmas 1914. This original WW1 Christmas 1914 Princess Mary Gift Fund embossed brass box measures approx 

13cm wide x 8.5cm deep x 3cm high and comes with an original card included with these boxes from Princess Mary which reads With Best 

Wishes for a Victorious New Year from The Princess Mary and friends at Home. This is a really nice example of an original Christmas 1914 

Princess Mary embossed brass gift box and shows some very light signs of age , dirt otherwise it is in very good condition with no knocks or splits, 

a good hinge and opens , shuts nicely (see photographs). Tin in in much nicer condition than it appears in the photographs (the lights show up 

every last dirt of ingrained dirt which to the normal human eye looks like a nice patina!). Est. £30 - 50 

64 - WW1 An original Royal Flying Corps (RFC) propeller tip picture frame. A really nice piece of World War One trench art, the frame has been 

made from the tip of a hardwood RFC propeller blade with an oval aperture cut in the middle to showcase a picture, with a well carved twin blade 

propeller motif to bottom left corner and a small metal easel stand on the back. This original WW1 RFC propeller tip picture frame measures 

approx 8 inch (20cm) high x 10 inch (25cm high) shows just some very light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). 

Est. £40 - 60 

65 - WW1 An original Royal Flying Corps (RFC) propeller tip picture frame. A really nice piece of World War One trench art, the frame has been 

made from the tip of a hardwood RFC propeller blade with an oval aperture cut in the middle to showcase a picture, with a well carved twin blade 

propeller motif to bottom left corner and a small metal easel stand on the back. This original WW1 RFC propeller tip picture frame measures 

approx 8 inch (20cm) high x 10 inch (25cm high) shows just some very light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). 

Est. £40 - 60 

66 - WW1 Rare Battlefields of France and Belgium. My Tour Of The Battlefields, 1921 by John Hall Published by Roberts & Newton Ltd Crouch 

End London 1921 First (and probably only) Edition signed by the author on the title page and inscribed To J. Butler Esq. with the writer's best 

wishes Sincerely Yours John Hall 6, 8, 23. This is a very interesting and unusual book. John Hall undertook a tour of The First World War 

battlefields in October 1921 accompanied by his son in law, Mr S G Wood. This book is his account of his travels and makes very interesting 

reading (unusually this auction cataloguer made the effort to find the time and read most of this book!). Mr Hall meets all sorts of characters and 

hires a car (called Henry) to transport him to various battlefield sites in France and Belgium. Mr Hall has a camera with him and takes photographs 

of the numerous places, people and sites that he visits including the British tank cemetery at Menin Road Ypres, Hell Fire Corner, Arras, Cafe St 

Pierre, a mine crater at Messines, Hooge Wood, Kemmel cemetery, Hop Store cemetery, Nieuport, Paris etc. Inside the book was a vintage 

presentation card with a Lest We Forget poem, a JH monogram and the address of Dunelm, 36 Spratt Hall Road, Wanstead, E11. An internet 

search could not find this book mentioned anywhere but an Estate claim notice in the East London Observer for Friday 28th July 1944 was found 

that notes John Hall died 3rd July 1944 late of 36 Spratt Hall Road, Wanstead. This is a fascinating and rare (possibly unique) book and measures 

approx 14cm x 21.5cm, 50 pages, hard back, nicely printed pages containing text and numerous interesting black and white photographs that 

have not been published elsewhere, no dust jacket, the book shows some light signs of age , wear and has some marks on the front and back 

covers otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £80 - 150 

67 - WW1 Rare An original WW1 home front advertising poster for Commonwealth of Australia War Savings Certificates printed by S T Leigh & 

Co. LTD, Printers, Sydney, framed approx 55cm wide x 80cm high. This poster is an original not a reproduction, it was printed in Sydney, Australia 

during WW1. A very interesting and rare historical poster which includes the line Every Bond you buy will help to win the War, and to save the lives 

of our soldiers and sailors. There is no mention here of airmen as the Royal Australian Air Force was not formed until 31st March 1921. This is a 

rare original surviving home front advertising poster from the First World War and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition. 

Est. £150 - 250 

68 - WW1 Rare An original WW1 volunteer recruitment poster for VI Battalion Middlesex Volunteer Regiment advertising a public meeting on 

Thursday 29th March 1917, printed by St Clements Press, Newspaper Buildings, Portugal Street, Kingsway W.C., framed approx 50cm wide x 

68cm high. This poster is an original not a reproduction, it was printed in London in 1917. This is a very interesting and rare original surviving 

volunteer recruitment poster from the First World War and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition. Est. £100 - 200 

69 - WW1 Rare An original WW1 volunteer recruitment poster for 6th Battalion Middlesex Volunteer Regiment in which His Majesty King George V 

urges you to join the volunteers, printed by St Clements Press, Newspaper Buildings, Portugal Street, Kingsway W.C., framed approx 49cm wide x 

62cm high. This poster is an original not a reproduction, it was printed in London during WW1. This is a very interesting and rare original surviving 

volunteer recruitment poster from the First World War and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition. Est. £100 - 200 

70 - Rare Aviation Signed by Hugh Oswald Short (1883 1969) of Short Brothers PLC. This is a signed vintage photograph of N177 a Shorts 

Felixstowe F.5 flying boat produced in 1924, N177 being the first military flying boat in the world to be fitted with an all metal hull. This photograph 

is signed in black ink to the bottom right hand corner With Compliments H. O. Short. The rear of the photograph has an oval stamp which says 

Short Bros. (Photographic Dept.) Seaplane Works Rochester 1 Feb 1926 (see photographs). Short Brothers plc, usually referred to as Shorts or 

Short, are an aerospace company based in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Shorts was founded in 1908 in London by Hugh Oswald Short, Albert 

Eustace Short and Horace Leonard Short. In 1909 Shorts signed a deal to produce Wright Flyers under license making them the first company in 

the world to make production aeroplanes. Shorts were particularly notable for its flying boat designs which were manufactured into the 1950s. In 

1943, Shorts was nationalised and then later denationalised, and in 1948 moved from its main base at Rochester, Kent to Belfast. This is a very 

interesting and rare original surviving official Shorts photograph from 1926 personally signed by Hugh Oswald Short, one of the great aviation 



 

 

pioneers of the early 20th Century. The photograph is mounted on board and measures approx 23cm x 18cm and is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

71 - An original Air Ministry antique brass , bronze pulley block with hook circa 1910 20. The numbers stamped into the block over four lines read 

L.0.5.0.0.I, 29.3.10, 1338 and 761 and appear to be a set of identification marks and date for 29th March 1910. Above these numbers is stamped 

in a slightly different font A.M. (Air Ministry) under a broad arrow indicating government property. These numbers seem to indicate that the pulley 

block was accepted fit for service on 29th March 1910 and then at a slightly later date was incorporated into and adopted for service by the Air 

Ministry which was formed 1918. This is an unusual surviving pulley block made of brass or bronze which does not produce sparks when in use 

thus lowering the potential risk of explosions or fires. The current owner said he has owned this for a long time and has been tempted to clean and 

polish it on many occasions however the original age patina shows the age so nicely that he could not bring himself to do it. This pulley wheel has 

a diameter of approx 12 inches , 30.5cm, overall the pulley block measures approx 43cm from the top of the hook to the bottom of the wheel, 

approx 36cm wide from edge of block cage to edge of block cage and weighs 6.9kg. The pulley block shows signs of age , wear, has a pleasing 

age patina and would make an interesting display piece whether left as it is or cleaned and polished until the brass or bronze gleams!. Est. £30 - 

40 

72 - WW1 France An unusual surviving collection of 29 original First World War postcards showing numerous scenes from around the front line 

battlefields including various named places, a wide selection of war damage and some of them show life on the front and are quite unusual e.g. a 

Field barbers shop and a Field Tailors shop etc. While every one of these postcards is interesting in itself what makes this collection of 29 

postcards really fascinating is that the reverse sides are absolutely covered in writing, all written in French by a soldier serving on the front line. 

The postcards seem to range in date from 26th July 1914 (2 days before the First World War started) and run through to late 1915 however 

several are undated. Most of the postcards start Cher Marie and all appear to be written in French by the same person apart from one which is 

also in French and signed Richard. Unfortunately this auction cataloguer only speaks a little bit of French so it is difficult to glean any more 

information from these cards at this time. This collection of original WW1 postcards is fresh to the market, totally unresearched and is a fascinating 

opportunity for someone who speaks French to translate them and bring the wealth of history contained within them back to life. The postcards 

show some light signs of age , wear otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £100 - 150 

73 - WW1 onwards A collection of 43 vintage postcards and black and white photographs from the First World War period and onwards including 

many showing uniformed soldiers in the First World War era. There are some interesting photographs in this lot including several that show 

soldiers football teams in France. One has Champions of France written on the back in pencil and one is of a football team posing in kit with their 

mascot dog and the football between the legs of the middle front team member is difficult to read but says something like 323 QRY COY RE 

FRANCE (see photographs). The 43 vintage postcards and photographs are mainly in very good condition, some do show some signs of age , 

wear, particularly the vintage mount board on the large (35 x 28cm) group of soldiers posing in front of the stately home (see photographs). Also 

included with this lot is a copy of Collecting and Valuing Old Photographs by Peter Castle Published by Garnstone Press London 1973 First 

Edition with dust jacket in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £26 - 50 

74 - WW1 An unusual original Royal Air Force (RAF) postcard with postmark dated 6th July 1918. The Royal Air Force was formed on 1st April 

1918 making this is a scarce surviving postcard from the very early days of the RAF. The obverse features an embossed gold RAF eagle , crown 

emblem, an eight line poem, a picture of four planes and the words From One Of The Royal Air Force. The reverse of the postcard has an address 

for Bristol and a personal message which does indeed confirm that it is From One Of The Royal Air Force, one based at RAF Fort Tregantle 

Plymouth who posted the card on 6th July 1918. The postcard shows some light signs of age , wear otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

75 - WW1 An original WW1 era postcard showing German U Boat U 118 which ran aground on Hastings beach in front of the Queens Hotel on 

April 15th, 1919. l. U 118 was launched in February 1918 and made only one combat voyage in which it sank two ships and was surrendered in 

February 1919. While being towed to a scrapyard in France through the English Channel in rough seas, U 118 broke free. Despite attempts by a 

French destroyer to break her up, she ended up aground on the beach in the middle of the city of Hastings on the Sussex coast in southern 

England on April 15, just in time for the Easter Holiday. U 118 became a tourist attraction and many parts of the sub were taken as souvenirs by 

locals and visitors. The town clerk started charging people to go on board to raise money for welcoming home local troops. Some visitors were 

allowed inside but two men became ill, probably due to escaping Chlorine gas from the U Boats batteries and both later died. U 118 was 

eventually broken up on for scrap on the beach. The postcard shows some very light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

76 - WW1 An original WW1 silk embroidery approx 9cm x 14cm and four various WW1 postcards. The postcards show some light signs of age 

otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

77 - WW1 An original scarce large pattern 'Comrades of The Great War' circular gilt and enamel badge , brooch displaying a Union Flag to the 

centre, the reverse is marked with maker's details 'J.R.Gaunt London'. This original 'Comrades of The Great War' badge , brooch measures 

approx 32mm diameter and is in very good condition with no damage to the enamel, the reverse has a bar and pin brooch fitting attached not the 

more common buttonhole , lapel fitting (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

78 - WW1 An original standard pattern 'Comrades of The Great War' circular gilt and enamel button hole , lapel badge displaying a Union Flag to 

the centre, the reverse is marked with maker's details 'J. Taylor London 440443'. This original 'Comrades of The Great War' badge measures 

approx 24mm diameter and is in very good bright condition with no damage to the enamel, the reverse has the standard buttonhole , lapel fitting 

(see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

79 - Scarce An original WW2 London Underground diagram of lines pocket map (Tube Map) by Hans Schleger titled 'London Transport 

Underground Lines Number 1. 1941 Issued Free' printed by Johnson, Riddle & Co, London. This is a genuine First Edition of this scarce Hans 

Schleger (who used the pseudonym Zero) 1941 tube map which is printed in brown and blue ink only due to wartime austerity measures, the 

reverse being printed mainly in red ink. This map measures approx 23cm x 15.5cm, has two fold lines as this was designed to be a three panel 



 

 

folding pocket map and shows some signs of age and has had a tape repair to one fold line otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. 

£30 - 40 

80 - Unusual An original London Underground diagram of lines pocket map (Tube Map) by Harry Beck titled 'London Transport Diagram of Lines 

No 1. 1947 Issued Free' printed by McCorquodale & Co London. This is a genuine First Edition of this unusual Harry Beck 1947 tube map which is 

printed in multi coloured ink and shows Central Line extensions. This map measures approx 23cm x 14.5cm, has two light fold lines as this was 

designed to be a three panel folding pocket map and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 

- 40 

81 - Unusual An original London Underground diagram of lines pocket map (Tube Map) by Harry Beck titled 'London Transport Diagram of Lines 

No 1. 1947 Issued Free' printed by McCorquodale & Co London. This is a genuine First Edition of this unusual Harry Beck 1947 tube map which is 

printed in multi coloured ink and shows Central Line extensions. This map measures approx 23cm x 14.5cm, has two light fold lines as this was 

designed to be a three panel folding pocket map and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 

- 40 

82 - WW2 An original full size medal group with ribbons mounted on brooch bar comprising The Burma Star, The 1939 1945 Star, The Defence 

Medal 1939 1945, The 1939 1945 War Medal and The General Service Medal with Palestine Clasp awarded for service in Palestine between the 

19th of April 1936 and the 3rd of September 1939. This original full size WW2 medal group measures approx 16cm wide (brooch bar 

measurement) and are all in very good condition. Unfortunately the name of the recipient is not known. Est. £20 - 30 

83 - WW2 An original pair of Royal Air Force (RAF) embroidered cloth padded pilots wings. These original wings measure approx 115mm wide, 

being padded they are of a type favoured by officers and are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

84 - WW2 An original pair of Royal Air Force (RAF) embroidered cloth pilots wings. These original wings are flat, measure approx 115mm wide, 

are of a type sometimes referred to as 1943 Pattern and are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

85 - WW2 An original 30 Corps (XXX) printed cloth Formation Sign Patch. XXX Corps were heavily involved in several hard fought campaigns 

throughout WW2, with service in North Africa in 1942, Tunisia and Sicily in 1943 and Normandy, Holland and Germany from June 1944 onwards. 

They saw service during Operation Market Garden and were commanded by Lieutenant General Sir Brian Horrocks for much of the Western 

European campaign. The troops of the Corps seem to have regarded their formation sign of a leaping boar in a white circle with some affection, 

and when a memorial to those who had died in the corps was unveiled in 1945 at Nienburg, Germany, it took the form of a large black boar. This 

original 30 Corps (XXX) printed cloth Formation Sign Patch measures approx 50mm x50mm having been regulation folded to the printed white 

dots (see photograph of reverse) and shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

86 - Scarce WW2 An original pair of embroidered cloth 1st , 6th Airborne Divisions Pegasus Formation Patches. The popular, and widely 

recognised, emblem of Bellerophon astride Pegasus designed by Edward Seago the landscape artist was introduced in 1942 for all elements of 

the airborne forces. During the second world war, they included the Parachute Regiment, the Glider Pilot Regiment and the Special Air Service 

These original WW2 Pegasus Formation embroidered cloth patches each measure approx 75mm x 75mm, show some light signs of age 

otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 60 

87 - WW2 An original British Airborne Forces embroidered cloth Parachute Regiment shoulder title. This original WW2 Parachute Regiment 

embroidered cloth shoulder title measures approx 127mm wide, shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

88 - WW2 An original British Airborne Forces embroidered cloth Glider Pilot Regiment shoulder title. This original WW2 Glider Pilot Regiment 

embroidered cloth shoulder title measures approx 127mm wide, shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

89 - WW2 An original British Airborne Forces embroidered cloth Airborne shoulder title. This original WW2 embroidered cloth Airborne shoulder 

title measures approx 100mm wide, shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

90 - WW2 An original scarce Royal Navy bullion wound stripe badge. The British Army began awarding a brass Wound Stripe in 1916, with 

approval by King George V. The badge was worn vertically on the left forearm and inset between the Good Conduct Stripes, fastened through the 

uniform cloth. Additional badges were granted for subsequent wounds. The wound stripe badge was reintroduced for all branches of the armed 

services during the Second World War (1939-1945) and was discontinued after 1946. This original scarce Royal Navy bullion wound stripe badge 

measures approx 50mm x 3mm, mounted on a dark wool backing and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

91 - Unusual Iran Pre 1979 Revolution An original vintage Imperial Iranian Marines shoulder title circa pre 1979. The Imperial Iranian Navy (IIN) 

was the name of Iran's navy, until the Iranian Revolution in 1979. By 1979, the Imperial Iranian Navy had three battalions of Imperial Iranian 

Marines. With the fall of the Shah in the revolution of 1979, the Imperial Iranian Navy was renamed as the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) and 

the uniforms changed! This unusual original Imperial Iranian Marines shoulder title measures approx 110mm x 33mm, is in very good condition 

(see photographs) and it is scarce to find a surviving example of such a shoulder title from before the 1979 Iranian revolution. Est. £20 - 40 

92 - 5 x various vintage military badges , lanyards comprising of a Royal Army Pay Corps embroidered cloth shoulder title (early non abbreviated 

type), a WW1 era brass Kings Own shoulder title, a bullion Royal Arms WO badge, a dark green plaited lanyard and a black plaited lanyard. Four 

of the items are in very good condition however the black lanyard is a little frayed (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

93 - WW2 An original Royal Navy silver and enamel sweetheart brooch and an original Royal Navy sweethearts ring. The Royal Navy sweetheart 

brooch is marked Sterling Silver and has a mini silver brooch bar with pin to rear and a silver , blue enamelled Royal Navy anchor motif hanging 

pendant, overall measures approx 26mm wide x 40mm high and is in very good condition. The Royal Navy sweetheart ring is in white metal with 

blue enamel and a Royal Navy anchor motif. This ring has the look, feel and patina of silver but a mark could not be seen, ring slightly misshapen 

otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

94 - WW2 An original unusual RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force) silver and enamel sweetheart brooch. This RCAF sweetheart brooch and has 

dark blue, light blue and red enamel on the obverse and the words Per ardua ad astra around a flying eagle with Royal Canadian Air Force and 



 

 

Canada below. Reverse marked Sterling Silver and has a vertical locking pin, the brooch measures approx 28mm x 22mm shows some light signs 

of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

95 - WW2 An original AAF (Auxiliary Air Force) silver button hole , lapel badge. This original Auxiliary Air Force silver badge has on the obverse, 

AAF under a crown and above a flying eagle, the reverse has a standard button hole , lapel fitting and the numbers 6465, the badge measures 

approx 24mm x 23mm and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

96 - WW2 Four various vintage home front original badges comprising of an original ARP (Air Raid Precautions) silver hallmarked button hole , 

lapel badge approx 38mm x 25mm, an original unusual WVS (Womens Voluntary Services) Civil Defence chrome with brown and red enamel pin 

back badge approx 30mm x 22mm, an original WI (Women's Institute) For Home and Country enamelled pin back badge by W O Lewis and an 

original British Legion Members enamelled button hole , lapel badge stamped on rear with members number A 553267. The badges show some 

light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

97 - WW2 Two vintage home front original badges comprising an original HG (Home Guard) blue and red enamel button hole , lapel badge 

obverse shows HG under a Kings Crown and an original The British Red Cross Society red , white enamel cap badge. The Home Guard badge 

has unmarked enamel and is in very good condition. The British Red Cross cap badge shows some signs of age on the reverse otherwise is in 

very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

98 - WW1 , WW2? 4 x various vintage Royal Artillery cap badges and 1 x Royal Artillery vintage brass button. The cap badges are all Kings Crown 

and are all have slightly different rear fixings (see photographs) Not known if from WW1 or WW2 period (or both) and all five items are in very 

good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

99 - 6 x various vintage (Kings crown) and more recent (Queens Crown) metal cap badges, 2 x officers epaulette insignia rank pips and 3 x brass 

buttons. The cap badges comprise 1 x Devonshire Regiment, 1 x Dorsetshire Regiment, 1 x Royal Army Service Corps, 2 x RAF and 1 x Royal 

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. All items are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

100 - 6 x various vintage (Kings crown) and more recent (Queens Crown) metal cap badges and 3 x brass buttons. The cap badges comprise 1 x 

7th Queens Own Hussars, 1 x Dorsetshire Regiment, 1 x Devonshire Regiment, 1 x RAF, and 2 x Royal Navy. All items are in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

101 - 4 x various vintage and more recent military badges comprising 1 x Royal Navy (Royal Marines?) Divers Qualification badge embroidered in 

gold bullion wire on a black felt background approx 7cm wide x 9cm high, 1 x Royal Navy (Royal Marines?) Gunnery Qualification badge in 

embroidered gold and bronze bullion wire on a black felt background approx 9cm wide x 7cm high, 1 x N.A.T.O. Allied Command Europe Rapid 

Reaction Corps Pocket Crest and 1 x United Nations white enamel cap , beret badge. All items are in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. 

£16 - 26 

102 - 6 x various vintage and more recent military cloth patches , brass buttons , a metal badge comprising 1 x RAF 617 Squadron (Dambusters) 

embroidered cloth patch approx 10.5cm high x 8.5cm wide, 1 x RAF Aerobatic Team (Red Arrows) embroidered cloth patch approx 10.5cm high x 

8cm wide, 1 x MOD Guard Service metal enamelled lapel , beret badge approx 35mm high x 22mm wide and 3 x vintage RAF Kings Crown brass 

buttons approx 17mm diameter. All items are in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £16 - 26 

103 - 4 x various USAF cloth patches comprising 1 x F 4 Phantom II patch approx 10cm wide x 12cm high, 1 x 495th Tactical Fighter Squadron 

patch approx 7.5cm wide x 9.5cm high, 1 x 494th Tactical Fighter Squadron patch approx 9.5cm wide x 10cm high and 1 x US Air Forces in 

Europe shield patch approx 7cm wide x 7cm high. All items are in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £8 - 18 

104 - WW2 RAF A multi signed Benham 22ct Gold Small Silk 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain Hurricane cover containing the signatures of 

11 WW2 RAF Battle of Britain 1940 veterans. Cover is signed by: Wing Commander F W (Taffy) Higginson OBE DFC DFM, 56 Squadron Group 

Captain Frank R Carey CBE DFC AFC DFM, 43 Squadron Flt. Lt. Alexander N MacGregor, 19 Squadron Wing Commander John G Barnes, 600 

Squadron, Squadron Leader (Joe) Arthur C Leigh DFC DFM AE, 605 Squadron Sgt. Pilot R Wolton, 152 Squadron, Squadron Leader Charlton 

Haw DFC DFM AE OL, 540 Squadron Pete Brothers 32 and 257 Squadron Richard Haine 600 Squadron Wing Commander Peter Ayerst DFC and 

P, O H M Stephen DSO DFC, 74 Squadron. The cover is postmarked RAF Bentley Priory Stanmore 11th September 1990 and is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £18 - 28 

105 - WW2 Luftwaffe A multi signed Hans Rossbach cover signed by five WW2 Luftwaffe veterans comprising Major Gerhard Schopfel, 

Generalmajor Max Ibel, Generalleutnant Adolf Galland, VizeAdmiral Helmuth Brinkman and Vizeadmiral Kurt Caeser Hoffmann signed on a 35th 

Anniversary of Lt Cdr Eugene Esmonde's VC against the ships 'Scharnhorst & Gneisenau' 12th February 1942 cover post marked 12th February 

1977, the rear of the cover is marked Nr 118 von 130 Exemplaren (certified 118 of 130 so signed) and printed with information boxes about the 

five signatories, the cover also contains 6 wartime reproduction photographs of the signatories and is in very good condition (see photographs). 

Est. £40 - 50 

106 - WW2 Luftwaffe , RAF A multi signed Hans Rossbach cover signed by four WW2 Luftwaffe , RAF veterans comprising Squadron Leader 

James Harry (Ginger) Lacey, Oberst Johannes (Macki) Steinhoff, Oberstleutnant Kurt Buhligen and Generalleutnant Adolf Galland signed on a 

Biggin Hill Air Fair 17 18 May 1980 cover commemorating the 40th Anniversary of The Battle of Britain post marked 17th May 1980 flown from 

Biggin Hill in a Harvard G SUES aircraft. The cover contains printed information and wartime reproduction photographs of the signatories and is in 

very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

107 - WW2 Luftwaffe , USAF A multi signed Hans Rossbach cover signed by three WW2 Luftwaffe , RAF veterans comprising Oberleutnant Oskar 

Romm, Leutnant Willi Unger and Col. Rex T Barber. During World War 2, Rex Barber became a U.S. Army Air Forces Fighter Ace, credited with 

shooting down 5 enemy aircraft in aerial combat. Among his victories was the top secret 432 mile low level intercept mission to attack and shoot 

down Admiral Yamamoto, the longest successful fighter intercept mission flown during World War II. For that action the Navy awarded him the 

Navy Cross. He retired in 1961 as a U.S. Air Force Colonel. All three signed on a Fleet Air Arm Museum cover commemorating the rebuilding of 

the engine of LS326 the last airworthy Swordfish in existence post marked 5th September 1970, flown on Swordfish LS326 exhibition flight 5th 

September 1970 pilot Capt. D T McKeown RN who has also signed this cover. The cover contains printed information and wartime reproduction 



 

 

photographs of the three main signatories (including a reproduction photograph of Rex Barber inscribed as wishing best wishes to Hans 

Rossbach!) and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

108 - WW2 Luftwaffe A multi signed Hans Rossbach cover signed by two WW2 Luftwaffe veterans comprising Hauptman Erich Hartmann and 

Hauptmann Helmut Lipfert signed on a Royal Air Force St Mawgan Consolidated Catalina Mk 4 cover commemorating the 25th Anniversary of VJ 

Day 15th August 1945, 1970, post marked 15th August 1970 (BFPS), flown by SAS DC6 aircraft and Royal Danish Air Force Catalina. The cover 

contains printed information and wartime reproduction photographs of the signatories and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 

60 

109 - WW2 USA & RAF Two Royal Air Force Museum HA11 covers showing the Dakota piloted by Flt. Lt. D S A Lord at Arnhem, one cover is 

signed by two WW2 veterans comprising Captain Urban L Drew and Henry A King. The other cover is signed by Flt. Lt. D Marlow. Captain Urban 

L Drew USAAF P 51 Fighter Ace, the first and only Allied pilot to shoot down 2 Luftwaffe jet powered Me 262's in a single mission, his group 

provided air cover for the Dakotas dropping paratroopers at Arnhem on 17th September 1944 and Henry A King who was aboard a Dakota 

dropping supplies at Arnhem piloted by Flt Lt D S A Lord when it was hit by flak. Lord took action that earned him a posthumous Victoria Cross, 

Henry King was thrown clear of the crashing Dakota and became a POW. Both of these Royal Air Force Museum HA11 covers showing Flt. Lt. 

Lords Dakota at Arnhem have been flown and dropped by a Hercules (Pilot Flt. Lt. D Marlow) and flown and dropped by a C 47 Dakota at Arnhem. 

One of the covers contains printed information and a wartime reproduction photograph and both are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. 

£8 - 18 

110 - Early RAF veteran signed cover A Royal Air Force Museum SC30 Royal Air Force Uxbridge Supermarine Spitfire Mk 1a cover 

commemorating the 31st Anniversary of The Battle of Britain 18th September 1971. The cover has been signed thus I served at RAF Uxbridge 

from October 1921 to August 1922 as a Squadron Leader in various positions I Stingnell? The cover is postmarked 18th September 1971, flown in 

Spitfire Mk 19 PM631 and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

111 - WW2 RAF A multi signed Benham 22ct Gold Small Silk 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain Spitfire cover containing the signatures of 11 

WW2 RAF Battle of Britain 1940 veterans. Cover is signed by: Wing Commander F W (Taffy) Higginson OBE DFC DFM, 56 Squadron Group 

Captain Frank R Carey CBE DFC AFC DFM, 43 Squadron Flt. Lt. Alexander N MacGregor, 19 Squadron Wing Commander John G Barnes, 600 

Squadron, Squadron Leader (Joe) Arthur C Leigh DFC DFM AE, 605 Squadron Sgt. Pilot R Wolton, 152 Squadron, Squadron Leader Charlton 

Haw DFC DFM AE OL, 540 Squadron Pete Brothers 32 and 257 Squadron Richard Haine 600 Squadron Wing Commander Peter Ayerst DFC and 

P, O H M Stephen DSO DFC, 74 Squadron. The cover is postmarked RAF Biggin Hill Westerham Kent 11th September 1990 and is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £18 - 28 

112 - Winston Churchill A Thank You Letter dated Christmas day 1954 from the Office Of The Prime Minster note paper addressed from 10 

Downing Street, Whitehall ,bearing the facsimile signature of Winston Churchill with original Prime Minister stamped envelope postmarked 7th 

February 1955. This is an original standard thank you letter from the Office of Winston Churchill when he was Prime Minister in 1954 and is in very 

good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

113 - WW2 RAF. A original sixteen line hand written poem signed T. Lewis Green September 1940. This is a poignant poem written at the height 

of the Battle of Britain. Judging from the text of the poem it is likely that T. Lewis Green was a serving member of the RAF but this is not certain 

and nothing else is currently known about them or this rather interesting poem. This original sixteen line hand written poem measures approx 

18cm x 23cm and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

114 - WW2 An unusual original Ministry of Aircraft Production Headquarters Pass No. 2992. The UK government created the Ministry of Aircraft 

Product in 1940 in response to the lack of aircraft available in the early days of the Second World War, especially during the Battle of Britain, when 

the Royal Air Force defended the UK from large scale attacks by Nazi Germany's air force, the Luftwaffe. The Ministry oversaw the production of 

aircraft for the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy's Fleet Air Arm. The Ministry continued to oversee aircraft production until the 1st April 1946, 

when it was merged with the Ministry of Supply. This unusual surviving original WW2 Ministry of Aircraft Production Headquarters Pass measures 

approx 8.5cm x 6cm, is printed on blue card with white clouds, plane silhouettes and vapour trails and is in very good condition (see photographs). 

Est. £18 - 28 

115 - A vintage Royal Air Force Association triangular hanging pennant for Plymouth Air Show The Hoe circa 1960 , 70s. This vintage RAFA 

pennant measures approx 16cm wide x 27cm high (36cm when hanging) and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

116 - Halifax Crew The Story of a Wartime Bomber Crew by Arthur C Smith Published by Carlton Publications 1983 First Edition. This is a 

fascinating firsthand account of the operational tour of a RAF Halifax crew 1943 45. The book measures approx 21cm x 30cm, 60 pages, 

illustrated, soft cover and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

117 - A small collection of items mainly relating to Halifax BIII NA 221 NP Z Zombie including a No. 158 Squadron RAF card showing Halifax NP Z 

Zombie containing a note signed Yours In Comradeship Don Simpkin Rear Gunner and a photo of the 7 man crew named as Maurice Stott Bomb 

Aimer, Humphrey Watson Pilot, Don Sparkes Mid Upper Gunner, William Carter Wireless Operator, William Fletcher Flight Engineer, Don Simpkin 

Rear Gunner and Dai Johnson Navigator together with an 8 x 6 inch black , white photograph of the 7 man crew with 5 ground crew in front of NP 

Z Zombie, other photographs etc. All items are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

118 - A collection of 7 interesting vintage military Christmas cards comprising a 6, 7th Battalion The Black Watch Christmas card showing a 

photograph of The Royal Guard of Honour presenting Arms to Their Majesties at the outset of the Royal Tour of Fife, Kirkcaldy 28th June 1948, 2 

x Royal Navy Christmas cards from HMS Loch Glendhu both containing small photographs, 1 x Royal Navy Christmas card from HMS St Vincent 

containing a photograph, 1 x RAF Christmas card from RAF Station Amman, British Forces in Transjordan and 2 x RAF Christmas cards from 

No.21 L.A.A. Squadron RAF Station Amman Jordan. These military cards measure approx 13cm x 10cm and are all in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

119 - RAF Cold War An original copy of Pilots Notes for Avro Shackleton MR MK1. A rare original First Edition published by The Air Ministry 

September 1951. These original 1951 Shackleton Pilots Notes are approx 13cm x 19cm, 60 pages, illustrated with some pull out diagrams and 



 

 

shows some signs of age , wear , marks, front page has a small corner tear (tape repaired), front page loose, otherwise is in good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

120 - WW2 Germany An original Nazi Third Reich Summer 1939 colour road map of Germany (STRASSENZUSTANDS KARTE VON 

DEUTSCHLAND) Published by DDAC Der Deutsche Automobile club (The German Automobile Club). This colourful vintage Nazi map was printed 

in 1939 and shows the enormous progress made in the road network of the country during the first six years of National Socialist rule. Germany 

was a popular tourist attraction in 1939, and this map was clearly printed with visitors in mind. Aside from German, the text on the map is printed in 

five other languages (English, French, Italian, Spanish and Polish). This original Nazi Third Reich Summer 1939 colour road map of Germany is a 

large size and unfolded measures approx 34 ½ x 41 inches and is very detailed (scale 1:000,000) so covers a very wide area. The map shows 

some signs of age , wear (no rips of tears) otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

121 - WW2 Germany Field Marshal Goering by P R Wetzlar Muhlens Published by Pallas Publishing Co. Ltd 1939. This is a detailed account of 

the rise of Field Marshall Herman Goering unusually published in English in 1939. An interesting snap shot of history as we know about the fall of 

Herman Goering and the Nazi Party but in 1939 the author of this book didn't. The book measures approx 13cm x 16.5cm, 127 pages, illustrated 

softback which shows some light signs of age , wear, the cover is loose, otherwise it is in very good condition (see photographs). Also included is 

a small black and white photograph which was being used as a bookmark! It shows soldiers (German?) in the desert and the back is stamped in 

English Official Photograph Passed by Publicity Censor 9126 384 and this measures approx 12cm x 7cm. Est. £20 - 30 

122 - A collection of various vintage post cards , cards comprising 7 x original Valentines 1930s , WW2 aircraft recognition postcards showing 

Fairey Hendon, Hawker Nimrod Fleet Fighter, Bristol Blenheim Bomber, Hawker Fury Interceptor Fighter, Miles Magister I, de Havilland Tiger Moth 

and Hawker Osprey Fleet Fighter with HMS Eagle in background, 3 x vintage postcards showing various ships including RMS Queen Elizabeth, a 

John Player & Sons Kings and Queens of England cigarette card set in original booklet (complete set of 50 none missing), 2 x sets of TREX cards 

(Isn't it Strange and This Wonderful World) both sets in original booklets (both complete sets of 25 none missing). All the post cards , cards are 

cards are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

123 - WW2 Scarce First Edition By Land, Sea and Air An Illustrated History of The 2nd Battalion The South Staffordshire Regiment 1940 45 From 

Official Records and Personal Accounts of Members of the Battalion by Alexander Junier and Bart Smulders with Japp Korsloot Published by R N 

Sigmond Publishing 2003 First Edition. The 2nd Battalion The South Staffordshire Regiment were an infantry regiment who became part of the 

newly formed 1st Airborne Division on 10th October 1941. They took part in operations in Italy but are probably best known for their involvement in 

Operation Market (& Garden) at Arnhem in September 1944 (made famous by the film A Bridge Too Far). This is a very detailed book packed full 

of period photographs and information. Long since sold out this book is now regarded as an indispensable book on the history of this regiment 

during WW2 and is now scarce. The book measures approx 22cm x 28cm, 223 pages, hard back with dust jacket and is in very good , near fine 

condition (see photographs). Est. £180 - 220 

124 - WW2 Far East Campaign Three vintage history books comprising The Marauders by Charlton Ogburn Published by Hodder and Stoughton 

London 1960 First Edition. Officially named 5307th Composite Unit or Unit Galahad became popularly known as Merrill's Marauders after their 

commanding officer Brig. Gen. Frank D Merrill. The 5307th Composite Unit was a United States Army long range penetration special operations 

jungle warfare unit who fought against the Japanese in the South East Asia theatre of war during WW2. Hard back with dust jacket, 319 pages, 

shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs), Not Ordinary Men The Story of the Battle of Kohima by John 

Colvin Published by Leo Cooper London 1995 (reprint of 1994 First Edition). The Battle of Kohima was the turning point of the Japanese U Go 

offensive into India in 1944. Hard back with dust jacket, 248 pages, shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs) and Bloody Burma The Campaign that halted the Japanese invasion of Australia by Lida Mayo Maps drawn by Arthur S Hardyman 

Published by Purnell Book Services No Date. Hard back, no dust jacket, 222 pages, shows light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

125 - Goorkha , Gurkha An unusual original vintage copy of Rules and Regulations for The Sirmoor Club of The 2nd King Edward VIIs Own 

Goorkha Rifles (The Sirmoor Rifles) circa 1959 and an original vintage short book titled The Queen's Truncheon and King Edward VIIs Own 

Goorkha Rifles (The Sirmoor Rifles) giving a history of up until August September 1950. (last entry on last page). The Queen's Truncheon is a 

ceremonial staff carried by the Royal Gurkha Rifles that serves as the equivalent of and is carried as the Colour. It is made of bronze and silver 

and the top represents the minaret of Delhi Palace with three Gurkhas standing on it supporting the Queen's crown above their heads. The 

minaret contains a pair of crossed kukris and carries the inscription Main Picqet Hindoo Rao's House, Delhi 1857. The Truncheon is a unique 

emblem upon which recruits swear allegiance to the Regiment and the Crown. Both items are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 

20 

126 - WW2 D Day Two vintage history books comprising Remembering D Day Personal Histories of Everyday Heroes by Martin W Bowman 

Published by Harper Collins In Association with The Imperial War Museum 2004 First Edition. A remarkable collection of personal histories with 

numerous photographs (some colour) published to mark the 60th Anniversary of D Day in 1994. Hard back with dust jacket, 192 pages, is in very 

good , near fine condition (see photographs) and D Day by Warren Tute, John Costello and Terry Hughes Foreword by Lord Mountbatten 

Published by Pan London 1975 Revised Edition. A detailed history of D Day which is magnificently illustrated with period full colour plates and 

over 200 black and white photographs. Soft back, 256 pages, shows light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. 

£16 - 26 

127 - WW2 D Day Three vintage history books comprising June 6th, 1944, The Voices of D Day by Gerald Astor Published by St. Martin's Press 

New York First Edition June 1994. An interesting book by a WW2 veteran and award winning journalist and historian based on his conversations 

with D Day veterans (a Roll Call is included in the book). This book was originally published in America and it is unusual to find it in this country. 

Interestingly this is an ex USAFE Library Network book (stamped Prop. Of US Air Force) and that it why it is this side of the pond! The book 

measures approx 16.5cm x 24cm, 370 pages, hard back with dust jacket, shows light signs of age, has a pen cross on bottom page edge, 

otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs), D Day From The Normandy Beaches To The Liberation Of France by Dr. Stephen Badsey 



 

 

Foreword by Viscount Montgomery of Alamein CBE Published by Tiger Books 1994. This is a very detailed and interesting book full of information 

with numerous colour and black , white photographs. The book measures approx 28cm x 36cm, 284 pages, hard back with dust jacket, shows 

light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and D Day 6th June 1944 Royal Air Force Association (RAFA) 50th 

Anniversary Commemorative Issue 1994. This is full of interesting articles and concentrates on the 50th anniversary of D Day, measures approx 

21cm x 29.5cm, 32 pages, soft back, shows light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

128 - WW2 USAAF Two vintage history books comprising The US Eighth Air Force In Camera 1944 1945 by Martin W Bowman Published by 

Sutton Publishing Stroud 1998 First Edition. A fascinating book packed from cover to cover with black and white photographs. The book measures 

approx 20cm x 27cm, 186 pages, hard back with dust jacket, shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) 

and Flying Fortress The Illustrated Biography of the B 17s and the Men Who Flew Them by Edward Jablonski Published by Purnell Book Services 

London 1974. This is a detailed history of the B 17 bomber with over 400 photographs , illustrations including technical details in the differences in 

models, cockpit layout, tactical and emergency procedures and many cutaway illustrations of B 17 interior and parts. The book measures approx 

18.5cm x 25.5cm, 362 pages, hard back with dust jacket, shows just light signs of age, spine a little faded otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

129 - An Illustrated History Of The R.A.F. Battle of Britain 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition by Roy Conyers Nesbit Foreword by Air Vice 

Marshall J E (Johnie) Johnstone CB CBE DSO DFC DL Published by Colour Library Books 1993. A very comprehensive history of the R.A.F. 

superbly illustrated with many contemporary black , white and colour photographs. The book measures approx 27cm x 35cm (Folio Format), 320 

pages, hard back in a pictorial dust jacket and is in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £10 - 20 

130 - WW2 RAF First Edition , Signed Escape And Evasion by Squadron Leader Cyril Penna Published by United Writers Publications Cornwall 

1987 First Edition and signed by the author on the title page. This is the story of a young RAF Sergeant Air Observer who finds himself on the 

stroke of midnight falling to earth, suspended by the silken cords of his parachute landing somewhere in France. He was the only member of the 

crew of seven who was lucky enough to evade capture. Three of the crew were killed and three others were taken prisoner. After a period of forty 

four years the author has recorded his experiences as he made his way, often painfully, through France, over the Pyrenees to Spain and then to 

Gibraltar. The story is a moving tribute to the villagers of France who risked everything to assist him to escape from enemy territory, and to those 

in Andorra who tended him and helped to rehabilitate him mentally and physically from the effects of being a fugitive and having been frost bitten 

in the mountains. The book measures approx 14cm x 21.5cm, 105 pages, hard back with dust jacket and shows just light signs of age otherwise is 

in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

131 - WW2 Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm Signed With Naval Wings. The Autobiography of a Fleet Air Arm Pilot in World War II by John Wellham 

Published by Spellmount Staplehurst 2003 signed by the author on the title page. In 1938 John Wellham joined the Fleet Air Arm as Sub 

Lieutenant. Wellham was appointed to 824 Squadron on HMS Eagle where the ship joined the Mediterranean fleet in Alexandra. When Mussolini 

sided with Hitler Wellham flew one of three Swordfishes from Eagle which raided the Italian base in Bomba sinking four ships with three 

Torpedoes, for this he was awarded the DSC. Then Wellham was chosen to take part in the second strike on Taranto from HMS Illustrious, 

braving a barrage of A A fire, he flew his badly damaged Swordfish into the Harbour fired his torpedo at the Battle Ship of Vittoria Veneto. 

Lieutenant Commander Wellham braved the storms and U boats in the Atlantic before being sent to the forgotten fleet in the far east for the final 

struggles with Japan. The book measures approx 16.5cm x 24cm, 199 pages, hard back with dust jacket and shows just light signs of age 

otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

132 - WW2 RAF First Edition Only Owls and Bloody Fools Fly at Night by Group Captain Tom Sawyer DFC Published by William Kimber London 

1982 First Edition. Tom Sawyer began World War II with over 1,000 hours flying in his log book and his exciting autobiography records more than 

5 years' service with Bomber Command. Flying Whitleys with 10 Squadron and Halifaxes with 76 Squadron, Tom Sawyer became one of World 

War II's most experienced station commanders. His account is full of highly readable anecdotes about squadron life in Bomber Command and 

how, night after night, the crews struck at the enemy heartlands. The book measures approx 15.5cm x 24cm 191 pages, hard back with dust 

jacket and shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

133 - WW2 RAF Two vintage history books comprising Lie In The Dark And Listen The Remarkable Exploits of a WWII Bomber Pilot and Great 

Escaper by Wing Commander Ken Rees with Karen Arrandale Published by Grub Street London 2004 First Edition. By the age of twenty one Ken 

Rees he had already trained to be a pilot officer; flown fifty six hair raising bomber missions by night over Germany; taken part in the siege of 

Malta; got married; been shot down into a remote Norwegian lake; been captured, questioned by the Gestapo, then sent to Stalag Luft III, where 

he participated in and survived the Great Escape and terrible forced march to Bremen. Interestingly this is an ex USAF , RAF Alconbury library 

book (stamped Property Of US Air Force). The book measures approx 16cm x 23.5cm, 224 pages, hard back with dust jacket, shows some signs 

of age, particularly to top of dust jacket, has a pen cross on bottom page edge, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and Wings 

of Night The Secret Missions of Group Captain Pickard DSO & Two Bars DFC by Alexander Hamilton Published by William Kimber London 1977 

First Edition. Charles Pickard joined the Royal Air Force before the outbreak of World War II. He took part in the Bruneval raid and came to the 

forefront of public attention when he starred as 'F for Freddie' in 'Target for Tonight', a film made to illustrate the operational role of the bomber. 

His secret missions began when he was posted to RAF Tempsford, the jumping off ground for the SOE operations from where, as a Lysander 

pilot, his sorties took him deep into enemy territory at night to drop secret agents and supplies. Time after time he demonstrated his extraordinary 

ability for night flying but, ironically, was killed while taking a prominent part in the famous daylight raid on the prison at Amiens. The book 

measures approx 16cm x 23.5cm, 206 pages, hard back with dust jacket, ex library book, shows signs of age and wear, appears to have been 

dropped and chip to top of spine, remains a good readable copy and is in fair condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

134 - WW2 RAF Uncommon , First Edition Wingless Victory. The Story of Sir Basil Emery's Escape From Occupied France In The Summer of 

1940 Related by Anthony Richardson Published by Oldhams Press London 1950 First Edition Third Impression. An excellent example of this 

volume narrating Sir Basil Embry's escape from occupied France in 1940. The First Edition, third impression of this book, related by Anthony 

Richardson (all three impressions were published in 1950). An uncommon work. Sir Basil Embry, former senior Royal Air Force commander, 



 

 

narrates the story of his escape from occupied France in the Summer of 1940. A vivid and personal account illustrated with various full page plates 

and maps. The book measures approx 14cm x 21.5cm, 256 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some light signs of age, spine and edges 

of front cover faded otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £40 - 50 

135 - First Edition Devil At My Heels. The Record of a Journey Through Europe from the Arctic Ocean to the Black Sea in the Aftermath of War by 

R W Thompson Published by MacDonald and Co London 1947 First Edition. An well written and interesting account of a journey through Europe 

from Tromso in North Norway to the Black Sea in the aftermath of the Second World War by the journalist Reginald William Thompson (1904 

1977), who had previously served with the Intelligence Corps as well as working as a war correspondent. The book measures approx 14cm x 

20cm, 320 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 

26 

136 - WW2 USSAF First Edition God Is My Co Pilot by Colonel Robert L Scott Published by Hodder and Stoughton London May 1944 First 

Edition. This is the personal narrative of a man who has had one of the outstanding careers in American aviation. After Pearl Harbor, when he was 

marked too old for combat flying at 34, Colonel Robert L. Scott, Jr. (1908 2006) refused to abandon his dream of a mission against Tokyo. He did 

not ever fly against Tokyo, but over the Burma Road, and in enemy occupied China he compiled a brilliant record as group commander of General 

Chennault's fighter forces the dedicated veterans of the American Volunteer Group in China (The Flying Tigers) and becoming a flying Ace 

credited with shooting down 13 Japanese aircraft. This was the first book to recount for Americans the daring and skill of their wartime pilots, an 

enormous best seller, one of the really great stories of military aviation adapted as a film of the same name which was released in 1945. The book 

measures approx 14cm x 20.5cm, 224 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some light signs of age, the first inner page and photograph of 

author page are present but loose otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

137 - WW2 First Edition , Signed Barbed Wire. Memories of Stalag 383 by M N McKibbin Illustrated by A G Dallimore Published by Staples press 

London 1947 First Edition and signed by the author on the title page. There are actually two signatures in this book, one is M N McKibbin (the 

author) and the other has not been identified (see photographs). An interesting insight to the isolated world of a WW2 German prison camp. It is a 

picture of Stalag 383, Hohenfels, Bavaria. It is the story of British NCO's who wouldn't work for Hitler. Both M. N. McKibbin, the author, and A. G. 

Dallimore, the illustrator of the book, were prisoners of Stalag 383. Their picture of life there is objective and authentic. It is a worthy record of their 

comrades and a warm tribute to the Red Cross. The book measures approx 18.5cm x 25cm, 128 pages, hard back, no dust jacket, the front and 

back covers are loose, spine board missing, the first two pages are loose but present otherwise is in good , fair condition (see photographs). This 

is an interesting, scare and sought after book which will cost £120 upwards if in better condition. This is a complete First Edition signed readable 

book but not in the best of condition. Est. £30 - 40 

138 - WW2 First Edition The Colditz Story by Major P R Reid Published by Hodder and Stoughton London 1952 First Edition. Patrick Robert Reid, 

MBE, MC was a British Army officer who was held as a prisoner of war at Colditz Castle when it was designated Oflag IV C. Reid was one of the 

few to escape from Colditz, crossing the border into neutral Switzerland in late 1942. He wrote about his experiences in two bestselling books, 

which became the basis of a 1955 film, a TV series and a board game. Also included is an original The Colditz Story Hodder & Stoughton 

adverting book mark quoting Agatha Christie as saying Take my advice: if you want real excitement buy The Colditz Story now!! The book 

measures approx 14.5cm x 21cm, 278 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

139 - WW2 2 x First Edition books by Paul Brickhill comprising The Great Escape by Paul Brickhill with drawings by Ley Kenyon Published by 

Faber and Faber London 1951 First Edition. Tells the famous but sad story of the mass breakout of 76 POWs from Stalag Luft III in 1944 of which 

73 were recaptured and 50 were shot. The book measures approx 14cm x 20.5cm, 263 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some signs of 

age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and Escape or Die Authentic Stories of The RAF Escaping Society by Paul Brickhill 

Published by Evans Brothers London 1952 First Edition. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 223 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and 

shows some signs of age, has wear to top of spine board, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 24 

140 - WW2 2 x First Edition books by Paul Brickhill comprising The Dam Busters by Paul Brickhill Published by Evans Brothers London 1951 First 

Edition. Tells the incredible story of the raid on German dams carried out using bouncing bombs by 617 Squadron RAF on the night of 16, 17th 

May 1943. The book measures approx 15cm x 22cm, 269 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some light signs of age, spine a little faded, 

otherwise is in good condition (see photographs) and Escape or Die Authentic Stories of The RAF Escaping Society by Paul Brickhill Published by 

Evans Brothers London 1952 First Edition (3rd impression?). The book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 223 pages, hard back, no dust jacket 

and shows some signs of age, has wear to top of spine board and some marks on covers, otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. 

£12 - 24 

141 - WW2 2 x First Edition books by Eric Williams comprising The Wooden Horse by Eric Williams Published by Collins London 1949 First edition 

(Fifth impression). Eric Williams MC was an English writer and former Second World War RAF pilot and prisoner of war who wrote several books 

dealing with his escapes from prisoner of war camps, most famously his escape from Stalag Luft III described in his 1949 book The Wooden 

Horse, which was made into a 1950 movie of the same name. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 20.5cm, 256 pages, hard back, no dust jacket 

and shows just light of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and The Tunnel by Eric Williams Published by Collins London 

1951 First Edition. This is the follow up volume to Williams' bestselling The Wooden Horse and offers more detail on how three British officers 

effected one of the most celebrated POW escapes of the Second World War. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 20.5cm, 255 pages, hard 

back, no dust jacket and shows just light signs of age, spine slightly faded, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 24 

142 - WW2 First Edition They Have Their Exits by Airey Neave Published by Hodder and Stoughton London 1953 First edition. After the War Airey 

Neave served as an MP and was tragically assassinated by the IRA in 1979. He had the most distinguished of war records. Wounded and taken 

prisoner in the desperate fighting at Calais in 1940, he became a compulsive escaper and the first one of the very few to make a 'home run' from 

Colditz Castle. Thereafter he rejoined the fighting serving in France and Holland before becoming a member of the International Military Tribunal 

at the Nuremburg War Crimes trials. There he was to meet the most notorious members of the Nazi hierarchy as they faced justice and, in many 



 

 

cases, death. For the quality of its writing and the breadth of its author's experiences, They Have Their Exits is arguably the finest memoir to 

emerge from the Second World War. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 21cm, 192 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just light signs 

of age, spine slightly faded and marked, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

143 - WW2 First Edition The Happy Hunted by Brigadier George Clifton Published by Cassell London 1952 First Edition. George Herbert Clifton 

(1898 1970) joined the New Zealand Military Forces in 1915 but was too young to serve abroad during the First World War. During WW2 he fought 

in Greece and North Africa and was awarded the Distinguished Service Order and Bar. He was captured during the fighting around El Alamein in 

September 1942. As a prisoner of war, Clifton made a total of nine escape attempts including from camps in Italy and Germany. His last escape 

attempt saw him reach American lines in March 1945 and his exploits as a prisoner of war were recognised with a second Bar to his DSO. The 

book measures approx 14.5cm x 21.5cm, 392 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just light signs of age, spine slightly faded, otherwise is 

in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

144 - WW2 First Edition Dare To Be Free by W B Thomas Published by Allan Wingate London 1952 First Edition (Fourth impression). Major 

General Walter Babington Sandy Thomas, CB, DSO, MC & Bar, ED (1919 2017) was a New Zealand born British Army officer, who served in the 

Second World War, where he was decorated, wounded, captured, escaped and, at age 24, became the youngest New Zealand battalion 

commander of the war. This is an incredible story of reckless courage and endurance. Badly wounded in the battle for Crete, Thomas was made a 

prisoner by the Germans and taken to the Greek mainland. He relates with engaging modesty the details of his various attempts to escape from 

German hospitals and prisons. Finally, his nuisance value became so great that he was moved to a specially guarded camp in Salonica. The book 

measures approx 14cm x 21cm, 256 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just light of age, spine a little faded, otherwise is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

145 - WW2 First Edition Escape To Nowhere by Francis S Jones Published by The Bodley Head London 1952 First Edition. This is an interesting 

book, captured in Greece during the evacuation, Driver Francis Jones spent the remainder of the war in a series of escape attempts covering 

Greece, the Greek Islands, Italy and Germany. A lone escaper with no 'X' or escape committee for support, his experiences against impossible 

odds makes an 'other ranks' escape story with a difference. The book measures approx 14cm x 20.5cm, 267 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and 

shows just light of age, spine a little faded, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

146 - WW2 First Edition Odette The Story Of A British Agent by Jerrard Tickell Published by Chapman and Hall 1951 (Eighth impression). Odette 

Marie Léonie Céline Sansom (1912 1995), GC, MBE, also known as Odette Churchill and Odette Hallowes, code named Lise, was an agent for 

the United Kingdom's clandestine Special Operations Executive in France during the Second World War. Odette was captured by the Germans in 

1943. She was brutally tortured by the Gestapo for information on her fellow agents. Despite having all her toenails pulled out and a red hot poker 

placed on her back, she told them nothing. Condemned to death and sent to Ravensbruck concentration camp to be executed somehow she 

survived. Her story is told here by Jerrard Tickell and was made into a 1950 film called simply Odette. The book measures approx 14.5cm x 22cm, 

334 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows some light signs of age, has wear to top of spine board, otherwise is in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

147 - WW2 2 x First Edition books by Pierre Closterman DFC comprising Flames In The Sky Published by Chatto and Windus London 1952 First 

Edition hard back and The Big Show Published by Corgi War Illustrated 1966 paper back. Pierre Henri Clostermann (1921 2006) DSO, DFC & Bar 

was a World War II French fighter pilot. During the conflict he achieved 33 air to air combat victories, earning the accolade France's First Fighter 

from General Charles de Gaulle. His wartime memoir, The Big Show became a notable bestseller. Clostermann also wrote Flames in the Sky 

published in 1952, a collection of heroic air combat exploits from both Allied and Axis sides. Flames In The Sky measures approx 14cm x 20.5cm, 

200 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just light of age, spine a little faded, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and 

The Big Show measures approx 12cm x 18cm, 254 pages, paper back and shows some signs of age, spine a little creased, dried paint marks on 

front, otherwise is in very good , good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

148 - WW2 , RAF Two interesting soft back books comprising Fly For Your Life The Story of Bob Stanford Tuck DSO DFC & Two Bars by Larry 

Forrester Published by Cerberus 2002. This is the story of a truly impressive Battle of Britain pilot, flying Ace and test pilot. Tuck had claimed 29 

victories up until 28th January 1942 when he was shot down in France and became a POW together with Wings On My Sleeve by Captain Eric 

'Winkle' Brown Published by Weidenfeld & Nicolson 2007. This is the story of another truly impressive pilot. Captain Eric Melrose Winkle Brown, 

CBE, DSC, AFC, Hon FRAeS was a British Royal Navy officer and test pilot who flew 487 types of aircraft, more than anyone else in history. Both 

soft backs are in very good , near fine condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 16 

149 - WW2 , RAF Two interesting soft back books comprising Biggin On The Bump The Most Famous Fighter Station In The World by Bob Ogley 

Published by Froglets Publications 1996. A well written and illustrated history of RAF Biggin Hill and Somerset Airfields In The Second World War 

by David Berryman Published by Countryside Books Newbury 2006 First Edition. A well written and detailed book covering all of the RAF airfields 

in Somerset during WW2. Both soft backs are in very good , near fine condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 14 

150 - WW2 Battle of Britain A Jackdaw No.65 Battle of Britain folder compiled by Basil Collier Published by Jackdaw, Grossman and Clarke Irwin 

1969. A fascinating time capsule folder of reproductions of original documents, combat reports, maps, letters and stories of the Battle of Britain. 

Published in 1969 as a companion to books and the film Battle of Britain which came out in the same year. Basil Collier was in the RAF from 1940 

to 1948 working in Fighter Command headquarters and later at Bletchley Park so a very suitable and knowledgeable person to produce a folder of 

reproduction Battle of Britain documents. The documents are interesting and valuable aids to understanding the battle and include a letter from 

ACM Dowding, German propaganda leaflets, plane identification diagrams, combat reports, radar and AA information, maps, explanatory notes 

etc. The folder measures approx 35cm x 23cm, the contents appear to be complete; folder shows some signs of age , marks otherwise is in very 

good condition also included are four vintage black and white aerial photographs (London pre and post war?) two are approx 33 x 23cm and two 

are approx 30 x 22cm (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

151 - WW2 Blitz , Battle of Britain Two Battle of Britain First Edition history books comprising Forgotten Voices of The Blitz and The Battle of 

Britain by Joshua Levine Published by Ebury Press in association with The Imperial War Museum 2006 First Edition. The author brings us both 



 

 

British and German voices from this extraordinary period of history. He has delved deep into the Imperial War Museum Sound Archive to unearth 

previously unpublished accounts from the men and women who witnessed the battles and the bombs. We hear firsthand testimonies from the 

soldiers, airmen, fire fighters, air raid wardens and civilians, people in the air and on the ground, giving us a thrilling account of Britain under siege. 

This book is the definitive oral history of a period when Britain came closer to being overwhelmed by the enemy than at any other time in modern 

history. The book measures approx 16cm x 24cm, 486 pages, illustrated hard back with dust jacket and shows just some very light signs of age 

otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and Battle of Britain Dorset by Rodney Legg Published by Dorset Publishing Company 1995 

First Edition. An interesting and well written book illustrated with many fascinating Dorset based Battle of Britain era photographs. The book 

measures approx 18cm x 25.5cm, 154 pages, illustrated hard back with dust jacket and shows just some very light signs of age, back blank page 

before back cover has been removed, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

152 - WW2 , RAF , Battle of Britain Six various vintage RAF souvenir soft back books , booklets comprising Against All Odds The Battle of Britain 

50th Anniversary Appeal book Published by The Royal Air Force Association (RAFA) 1990, 369 pages long and full of interesting articles and 

photographs, A Battle of Britain 4th Anniversary Souvenir booklet Published by RAFA 1949, a Saint Clement Danes Church Royal Air Force 

Appeal booklet published early 1950s, A Battle of Britain Souvenir book 21st Anniversary 1961, an RAF Souvenir book 1967 and an RAF 

Diamond Jubilee Yearbook 1978. All are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 22 

153 - WW2 , RAF , Battle of Britain 7 various interesting vintage items comprising an original copy of The Battle of Britain An Air Ministry Account 

of The Great Days From 8th August 31st October 1940 Published by HMSO 1940, a small vintage hard back book In Praise of The Few A Battle 

of Britain Anthology Compiled by A H Narracott Published by Frederick Muller London 1947 First Edition, a vintage Battle of Britain supplement 

(good articles , amusing vintage adverts!), A Royal Air Force Golden Jubilee Souvenir Book 1918 1968, A Royal Air Force 90th Anniversary 

programme, A Royal Air Force Spirit of the Air 90th Anniversary Edition programme and a Reach for the Sky compact disc. All are in very good , 

good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

154 - WW2 , RAF , Battle of Britain Four various interesting vintage books comprising an original copy of Bomber Command The Air Ministry 

Account of Bomber Command's Offensive Against The Axis September 1939 July 1941 Published by HMSO 1941 Issued for The Air Ministry by 

The Ministry of Information, The Royal Air Force At War Edited by William Buchan and including material provided by The Air Ministry Published 

by The Pilot Press November 1940, hard back no dust jacket, The Royal Air Force In Pictures Including Aircraft of The Fleet Air Arm Prepared by 

Major Oliver Stewart (Editor Aeronautics) Published by Country Life London Third Edition revised and bought up to date June 1942, hard back, 

worn dust jacket, really good detail and pictures on planes, very good and wide selection of aero , period advertisements and The British People 

At War Published by Odhams Press Ltd Circa 1944, hard back, no dust jacket, packed cover to cover with fascinating and unusual WW2 period 

photographs. All are in very good , good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 24 

155 - WW2 , RAF , Battle of Britain Four various interesting vintage books comprising an original copy of Bomber Command The Air Ministry 

Account of Bomber Command's Offensive Against The Axis September 1939 July 1941 Published by HMSO 1941 Issued for The Air Ministry by 

The Ministry of Information, an original copy of Roof Over Britain The Official Story of The A.A. Defences 1939 1942 Prepared by The War Office 

and Air Ministry by The Ministry of Information Published by HMSO 1943, Cheshire V.C. A Story of War and Peace by Russell Braddon Published 

by Evans Brothers London 1954 First Edition (3rd impression?) hard back with dust jacket and Summer 1940 The Battle of Britain by Roger 

Parkinson Published by David McKay Company New York 1977 First American Edition, hard back no dust jacket ex library book with small pieces 

of tape on both external covers. All are in good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 24 

156 - WW2 , German Two interesting vintage hard back books comprising I Flew For The Fuhrer. The Story of a German Airman by Heinz Knoke 

Punlished by Published by Evans Brothers London 1953 First Edition. This interesting book was one of the first published accounts of a Luftwaffe 

pilots experiences during WW2. Hauptmann Heinz Knoke was a long serving decorated pilot credited with destroying 52 Allied aircraft in combat. 

The book measures approx 15cm x 22cm, 187 pages, hard back, 36 photographs, the dust jacket is ripped and worn, the book shows signs of age 

, wear otherwise is in good condition (see photographs) and The Discovery Of The Bismark Germany's Greatest battleship Surrenders her Secrets 

by Robert D Ballard Published by Hodder & Stoughton 1990 First Edition. A detailed and well-illustrated book covering the history of the Bismark, 

her sinking, the two year search to find her wreck and the eventual discovery of the wreck site on 14th June 1989. The book measures approx 

22cm x 28.5cm, 232 pages, hard back, numerous photographs throughout, the book shows just light signs of age otherwise is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

157 - Two interesting vintage soft back books comprising I Was A Soviet Worker by Andrew Smith Supplemented by Maria Smith with an 

Appendix of Photographs and Documents Published by Robert Hale London 1937 First Edition (Ninth Impression May 1937) Special Edition for 

The 'Right' Book Club 10 Soho Square W1 London. The true story of a Hungarian man's three years' experience in the Soviet Union. The author 

endeavours to give a true picture of the grim life and working conditions of the Russian people under the Stalin regime in the 1930s. An unusual 

and interesting book which measures approx 14cm x 21.5cm, 286 pages, soft back with dust jacket, the book shows some signs of age , wear 

particularly to dust wrapper otherwise is in very good , good condition (see photographs) and Life In A German Crack Regiment Astounding 

Revelations of German Military Life From Within by Baron Von Schlicht (Count Von Baudissin) Published by T Fisher Unwin London 1914 First 

Edition (Sixth impression). An unusual and interesting book which measures approx 12.5cm x 18cm, soft back, no dust jacket, the book shows 

some signs of age , wear otherwise is in very good , good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

158 - The Adventures of Ralph Rashleigh, A Penal Exile in Australia 1825 1844 by Ralph Rashleigh Edited by The RT. HON. The Earl of 

Birkenhead Published by Jonathan Cape 1929 First Edition hardback with the original dust jacket with striking design by Lee Elliott. The book 

measures approx 15cm x 21cm, 349 pages, hard back, the dust jacket shows some signs of age , use particularly to top of spine otherwise is in 

good condition (see photographs) the book bound in original red marble effect boards shows very light signs of age otherwise is in very good 

condition (see photographs) together with a copy of The Book Society News for June (1929?) telling their membership that the selected book for 

June is The Adventures of Ralph Rashleigh which was found folded inside this book (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 



 

 

159 - Four vintage interesting shipwreck history books comprising Pieces of Eight Recovering The Riches of a Lost Spanish Treasure Fleet by Kip 

Wagner as told to L B Taylor Jr. Published by Longmans 1967 Fist Edition (UK) hardback with dust jacket, The Wreck Hunters by Roger Jefferies 

and Kendall McDonald Published by George G Harrap London 1966 First Edition hardback with dust jacket, Devon Ship Wrecks by Richard Larn 

Published by David and Charles 1974 First Edition hardback with dust jacket, a comprehensive record of shipwrecks on the north and south 

Devon coasts and The Shipwreck of Sir Cloudesley Shovell on the Scilly islands in 1707 by James Herbert Cooke FSA Published by John Bellows 

Gloucester 1883 First Edition(?). An interesting small book published from original and contemporary documents hitherto unpublished with a 

portrait, a map of The Scilly Islands and a pedigree of the families descended from Sir Cloudesley Shovell and with interesting signature on inside 

page possibly Robert Marsham? (see photographs). This original soft back published in 1883 has some water marks on the front cover which is 

also detached otherwise the main book is intact and is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

160 - Four interesting vintage hard back books comprising Esquire's Jazz Book Edited by Paul Eduard Miller and Ralph Venables Published by 

Peter Davies London 1947 First Edition (UK) hard back, We're Still All In It by W A Sillince Published by Collins 1942 First Edition hardback which 

contains 1941 wartime cartoons pictures from Punch magazine, Some Experiences of an Irish RM by E Sommerville and Martin Ross Published 

by The R S Surtees Society 1983 hard back. This is a reprint of a book originally published in 1899 telling of the experiences of a RM (Resident 

Magistrate) in the West of Ireland during the late Victorian period and Thy Servant a Dog told by Boots Edited by Rudyard Kipling illustrated by G L 

Stampa Published by MacMillan London 1931 hard back. All four books show just light signs of age and are in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

161 - 5 x various antique , vintage interesting small books comprising a rare surviving copy of Bolton's Assembly Guide Containing the figures for 

the most fashionable dances as presently practised at public and private assemblies in Paris and London by Messers W G M & A M Bolton 

Professors of Dancing Eighth Edition Published Edinburgh 1843. This is a lovely little hard back book in really very good condition (approx 100mm 

x 65mm) describing and illustrating the most fashionable dances as they were in 1843! together with A Souvenir of The Highlands , Tourist's Guide 

to The Trosachs, Views of The Trosachs and Loch Katrine Published by Thomas Nelson and Sons London Edinburgh and New York circa 1890s, 

hard back in publisher's original covers, approx 4'' x 6'' (150mm x 100mm), contains numerous Victorian chromolithographs of the Trosachs and 

Loch Katrine and is in very good condition (see photographs), Wayside Thoughts from Wordsworth a Sesame Booklet series book Published in 

1900 bound in soft leather with gilt finish to top page edges, measuring approx 100mm x 70mm with some wear to edge of soft leather cover 

otherwise in very good condition (see photographs), The Fortunes of Nigel by Sir Walter Scott Published by Bradbury Agnew & Co. London 1877 

hard back measuring approx 85mm x 125mm, main body of book detached from cover but no loose pages or page loss otherwise is in good 

condition (see photographs) and The Story of The Doones in Fact, Fiction and Photo by L B Thornycroft Published by Barnicotts 1950 with 

copious illustrations, maps of the district, a Lorna Doone glossary and a Somerset dialect glossary, soft back, measures approx 185mm x 125mm, 

staples rusty otherwise is in good condition . Est. £30 - 40 

162 - A Short Guide to Physical Fitness Training Issued by The Inspectorate of Physical Fitness Air Ministry May 1957 with ink stamp for 

HEADQUARTERS RAF SCHOOL OF PT 24 JUN 1957 ST.ATHAN. This is an unusual surviving document measuring approx 20cm x 32.5cm, 104 

pages describing all aspects of RAF physical training, stapled soft back with green front cover, shows some signs of age , wear, rear page loose, 

corners a little turned, otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs) and a full set of 25 x John Player Army & Sons Army Life cigarette 

cards circa 1910 in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £12 - 22 

163 - The Yangtze River Incident 1949 Escape Of The Amethyst by C E Lucas Philips with the cooperation of Commander J S Kerans DSO RN 

Published by Heinemann London 1957 First Edition. This is a naval classic. In April 1949, while patrolling the River Yangtze, HMS Amethyst of the 

3rd Frigate Flotilla was fired upon by members of the Chinese People's Liberation Army and subsequently was trapped in China until the ship 

escaped to Shanghai during the night of 31 July 1949. This well written book tells the story of this famous incident. The book measures approx 

14.5cm x 21.5cm, 274 pages, hard back, no dust jacket and shows just some light signs of age, spine a little faded, otherwise is in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

164 - An original antique 1854 coloured print by George Baxter titled Review of The British Fleet . Engraved, Printed and Published May 31st, 

1854, by The Proprietor George Baxter the Inventor, Patentee of Oil Colour Picture Printing 11 & 12 Northampton Square (Entered at Stationers 

Hall) Portsmouth. This print depicts the review of the fleet by Queen Victoria on 11th August 1853. The Courtney Lewis book includes an immense 

amount of detail on the print. emphasising the importance of the Review at this time. This is an unusual antique print by George Baxter measuring 

approx 26cm wide x 13cm high, mounted on an antique board and ready for framing or display as is, overall approx 35.5cm wide x 24cm high and 

is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

165 - South Georgia: A Concise Account with Addendum by R K Headland Published by the British Antarctic Survey Cambridge 1982 First 

Edition. A detailed account covering many aspects of South Georgia including government, history, sealing, whaling, cartography, meteorology, 

botany, mammals, birds, fish, commerce, population, settlement etc. With map and an addendum page which discusses the most recent invasion 

of the Falkland Islands by the Republic of Argentina. The book measures approx 20.5cm x 29cm, 28 pages plus addendum and map, soft back 

and shows just some very light signs of age , wear otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

166 - WW2 An original Maintenance Manual MB C1 for Canadian Military Pattern Vehicles Published by General Motors Products of Canada 

Limited April 1942. This maintenance manual covers 15 CWT. 4 X 2, 15 CWT 4 X 4 , 30 CWT. 4 X 4 , 3 TON 4 X 4 , HEAVY ULTILITY 4 X 4 and 

FIELD ARTILLERY TRACTOR 4 X 4. The maintenance manual measures approx 21.5cm x 27.5cm, soft back and shows some signs of age , 

wear , use otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

167 - 4 x vintage ex British Army User Handbooks comprising 1 x User Handbook for Adaptor Telegraph Radio Low, High Level (Clansman) June 

1977 Army Code no. 61466 (28 pages), 1 x User Handbook for Radio Station UK, VRC 321 June 1980 Army Code no. 61253 (40 pages) and 2 x 

User Handbooks for Clansman Radio Installations in Trucks, ½ and ¾ ton, FFR and GS, Rover June 1977 Army Code no. 61590 Part 7 

supplement 1 (25 pages) and Part 7 supplement 3 (22 pages). All four vintage handbooks measure approx 21cm x 30cm are soft backs and are 

all in very good condition. Est. £10 - 20 



 

 

168 - 3 x vintage ex British Army training folders comprising 1 x Royal Armoured Corps Training Volume II, D & M Pamphlet No.2 Combat Vehicle 

Reconnaissance (Tracked) Series Vehicles 1972 Army Code no. 70781 (200 pages, approx 20 x 23cm), 1 x Signal Communications In The Army 

Volume IV Pamphlet 2 Voice Procedure 1971 Army Code no. 70711 (132 & 40 pages, approx 15 x 20cm) and 1 x Signal Communications In The 

Army Volume IV Pamphlet 4 Radio Telegraph Procedure 1972 Army Code no. 70753 (approx 15 x 20cm). All three vintage training folders are in 

very good condition. Est. £10 - 20 

169 - WW2 An unusual scale model believed to be an original WW2 Air Ministry , RAF recognition scale model of a Luftwaffe FW 200K Condor 

four engine bomber. Scale models of many types were used before and during WW2 as training aids for ground spotters, AA gunners, pilots, air 

crew etc. An internet search of the words WW2 RAF Luftwaffe FW200 Condor Recognition Model will very quickly bring up a scale model exactly 

like this one in black painted wood for sale at £350 the only difference being that the scale model in this auction is in black plastic which has been 

painted otherwise the two are virtually identical. Before World War II, the British Frog company produced a series of plastic scale model aircraft to 

be used as Air Ministry training aids. During the war, Frog produced scale models aircraft in black plastic for the British armed forces, and when 

the United States became involved in the war, similar models of B 17s etc were produced in this country. Accordingly this is believed to be an 

original WW2 Air Ministry , RAF recognition scale model of a Luftwaffe FW 200K Condor four engine bomber which measures approx 17.5 inch , 

44.5cm wide x 12.5 inch , 31.5cm long, is of a robust , sturdy one piece construction, the scale model has the words FOCKE WULF Fw 200K 

moulded into the plastic on the underside, the wings and tail have been painted green, the engines black and the main body a dull red (this 

painting of the different sections is also interesting as this looks like original wartime training use and wonder if the white on the wings has 

something to do with the use of white stripes on the wings of Allied planes during the D Day campaign), the model shows some light signs of age 

and is missing the tail vertical stabiliser otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £50 - 60 

170 - WW2 An original RAF Navigator's Air Ministry Instrument , Pencil Box type 6B, 472 in grey painted wood with hinged lid and green felt lined 

inside, Air Ministry stamped metal clasp, measuring approx 21.5cm wide x 15cm deep x 4cm high and is in very good original condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

171 - WW2 RAF Two vintage original WW2 items comprising a British military radio throat microphone type M.T.L.NO.2 MKII ZA19734 used by 

RAF pilots and radio operators, complete and in very good condition (see photographs) and an vintage RAF pilots oxygen mask frame by MEL 

marked 6D, 2244042 (no oxygen hose etc) in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

172 - WW2 An unusual , rare original Evacuee Adult Helper Armband for Evacuation Plan IV circa June 1940. Rapidly unfolding events in Europe 

in Spring 1940 threatened imminent invasion and evacuation plans for school children and civilians were drawn up. Evacuation Plan IV became a 

reality in June 1940 and between 13 18 June 1940, 103,000 schoolchildren left London and Thames side areas plus those within a 10 mile zone 

extending round the coasts of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Kent and Sussex (approximately 25,000). Devon now became one of the primary reception 

areas for LCC (London County Council) schoolchildren. On 13 June 1940, 30 trains passed through Exeter and by 18 June 1940, 28,396 

unaccompanied children were billeted with 1,178 in hostels in Devon alone. Altogether between 213,000 to 230,000 children were evacuated 

nationally from urban areas of danger between May and August 1940 as part of the National Evacuation Plans (including Plan IV). This unusual , 

rare original Evacuee Adult Helper Armband for Evacuation Plan IV circa June 1940 is made from a rectangular green cotton section approx 

26.5cm x 12.5cm with four white stitched on fabric tapes allowing the armband to be tied around the upper arm. The top line of the armband is 

printed Wn PLAN IV (it is possible Wn stood for Western Plan IV), the middle line of the arm bands is printed EVAC and the bottom line is printed 

with the number 891 this number likely to be in reference to the adult volunteer to whom it was issued. This is an unusual , rare surviving artefact 

from the early days of WW2 and is in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £50 - 60 

173 - WW2 Four various vintage home front original badges comprising of an original ARP (Air Raid Precautions) silver hallmarked pin back 

badge approx 38mm x 25mm, an original WVS (Womens Voluntary Services) Civil Defence chrome and red enamel pin back badge approx 30mm 

x 22mm, an original WI (Women's Institute) For Home and Country enamelled pin back badge and an original British Legion Members enamelled 

button hole , lapel badge stamped on rear with members number 959414. The badges show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

174 - WW2 Three vintage original British Army WW2 items comprising a folding set of barbed wire cutting folding pliers stamped Wynn Timmins 

1940 approx 9.5 inch , 24cm folded x 13 inch , 33cm unfolded, a WW2 hand held signalling lamp by DB Ltd type LE. NO. 4 with clear standard 

lens, sliding red and green lenses and leather strap on rear approx 12cm x 6.5cm x 4cm (used by British Army and S.O.E.) and an original British 

Army folding three blade Jack knife approx 6.5 inch , 17cm full length with blade extended. All three original British Army WW2 items show some 

signs of age (particularly the Jack knife) otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

175 - WW2 Three vintage original Air Raid Precautions (ARP) items comprising a Defiant type ARP wood , iron hand axe measuring approx 16 

inch , 40cm long with an 8 inch , 20cm axe head, the axe head is stamped ARP 1941, an ARP issue metal whistle with white cord lanyard, the 

whistle is stamped A.R.P. J Hudson & Co, Barr St, Hockley, Birmingham and a blue fabric Fire Guard armband approx 20cm x 9cm. All three 

original ARP items some signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

176 - WW2 Three vintage original British Army WW2 items comprising a WW2 hand held signalling lamp by DB Ltd type LE. NO. 4 with clear 

standard lens, sliding red and green lenses and leather strap on rear, missing top button cover, approx 12cm x 6.5cm x 4cm (used by British Army 

and S.O.E.), an original British Army folding two blade Jack knife and an original Bovril Emergency Ration tin used by British forces during WW2. 

All three original British Army WW2 items show some signs of age (particularly the Jack knife) otherwise are in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

177 - A vintage Lion figural cast iron toy cap gun, approx 13.5cm , 5.25 inch long, has the word Lion cast into left side and unusual design of the 

hammer hitting the cap in mouth of the lion. The hammer pulls back to drop the trigger and the cap firing mechanism works when trigger is pulled. 

This vintage toy cap gun shows some signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

178 - A vintage G & J W Hawksley adjustable shot measure , dipper with brass cup engraved Oz Shot and turned hardwood handle, measures 

approx 5 inch , 13cm long and shows some light signs of age otherwise is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 



 

 

179 - 3 x various vintage ex RAF aircraft gauges , instruments comprising an AIS heading indicator type RL8 E, a Decca Navigator drift angle 

ground speed indicator and a Smiths disc , pointer altimeter range 1000ft to 20,000 ft. These items are in good condition and are sold as display 

items only not as working aircraft gauges , instruments (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

180 - 4 x various vintage ex RAF aircraft gauges , instruments comprising a Decca Navigator Decometer Indicator Mk VIII Type 274 ZF, an 

Ametek fuel Rate O Flow indicator, a thrust indicator gauge 90 110% and a Weston pressure indicator gauge Brakes PSI x 1000 , supply. These 

items are in good condition and are sold as display items only not as working aircraft gauges , instruments (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

181 - 3 x various vintage ex RAF aircraft gauges , instruments comprising a Sea King Helicopter Hover Trim Controller as used In Sea King 

helicopters Part No S6190 62002 1 (missing bottom right hand side knob), a thrust indicator gauge 90 110% and a Weston pressure indicator 

gauge Brakes PSI x 1000 , supply. These items are in good condition and are sold as display items only not as working aircraft gauges , 

instruments (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

182 - 4 x various vintage ex RAF aircraft gauges , instruments comprising a Jaeger turbine inlet temperature indicator, a Weston pressure 

indicator gauge Brakes PSI x 1000 , supply, a PSI indicator gauge and a Weston tank contents indicator gauge. These items are in good condition 

and are sold as display items only not as working aircraft gauges , instruments (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

183 - 2 x WW2 aircraft themed jigsaws comprising September Victory by Nicolas Trudgian 1000 piece Gibson Puzzles showing Spitfires at the 

height of the Battle of Britain and Twin Tails and Carrot Tops 1000 piece King Puzzles showing Lockheed P 38 Lightnings flying over a beach 

scene. Both jigsaw puzzles are believed to be and appear to be complete (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

184 - 4 x various items comprising 2 x vintage Airfix 1:72 scale Supermarine Spitfire model kits in original boxes comprising a Mk 1a and a VB (Mk 

1a complete and unbuilt Mk VB part built), a small hard wood vintage trinket box with The Northamptonshire Regiment cap badge hand carved 

into the hinged lid approx 10cm x 8cm x 2.5cm deep and a novelty blue metal aeroplane pencil sharpener (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

185 - A quantity of various vintage Airline collectables comprising a Thornes TWA toffee tin, a scarce BOAC (British Overseas Airways 

Corporation) original Junior Jet Club gilt and enamel winged badge, a British Airways Concorde Executive Club anniversary card containing two 

Gold membership cards with leather straps valid for 1996, a Cathay Pacific black leather wallet, a postcard showing one of Independent Air 

transport's Viking Aircraft and two packs of Monarch Airlines playing cards. All of these vintage items are in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

186 - Four various RAF , aviation vintage collectables comprising an original WW2 RAF Officers bullion wire cloth cap badge with brass eagle, an 

original ROTOL propeller button hole badge (ROTOL were part of Rolls Royce and manufactured propellers during WW2), a set of Starrett folding 

gauges marked AM 1935 (Air Ministry) and a Battle of Britain 70th Anniversary wings badge. All of these vintage items are in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

187 - Memphis Belle an original vintage large colour quad fold film poster 1990 starring Matthew Modine, Harry Connick Junior etc approx 40 inch 

wide x 30 inch high (102cm wide x 76cm high). Poster shows some signs of age otherwise is in good , . Est. £20 - 30 

188 - Rain Man an original vintage large colour quad fold film poster 1988 starring Dustin Hoffman and Tom Cruise approx 40 inch wide x 30 inch 

high (102cm wide x 76cm high). Poster shows some signs of age otherwise is in good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

189 - Two Walt Disney vintage collectables comprising an official Walt Disney vintage limited edition engraved coloured etch depicting a scene 

from Lady and The Tramp first released in 1955 which shows Lady and Tramp meeting in the middle when they both nibble on the same strand of 

spaghetti at Tony's, supplied with a Certificate of Authenticity issued by The Walt Disney Company, Burbank, California approx 25cm x 25cm and 

is in very good condition together with an unusual two original Walt Disney Fantasia programmes in French for The Empire Theatre in Paris. 

Fantasia was originally released in November 1940 then rereleased in September 1946 and it is believed that these programme dates from the 

opening of Fantasia in Paris circa 1946 and are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

190 - An almost complete set of original Snap ATV Movie Card Series No. 1 gum , vending machine cards circa 1958, 1959 comprising 46 of the 

50 original set of cards unfortunately just missing card numbers 11, 19, 29 and 33 together with an original 1948 Oscar The Film Stars Rise to 

Fame game box containing rules, cards, game money etc (looks virtually unused) but please note that no original game board is included. All of 

these vintage items are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

191 - Three original separate vintage autographs comprising Turhan Bey, Patricia Roc and one other (as yet) unidentified autograph. Turhan Bey 

(born Turhan Gilbert Selahattin ?ahultavi) (1922 2012) was an Austrian born actor of Turkish and Czech Jewish origins. Active in Hollywood from 

1941 to 1953, he was dubbed The Turkish Delight by his fans. Returning to Hollywood after a 40 year break, he made several guest appearances 

in 1990s television series including SeaQuest DSV, Murder She Wrote and Babylon 5. Signed on a paper section cut from a letter measuring 

approx 7cm x 4cm, Patricia Roc (1915 2003) was an English film actress , Movie Star, popular in the Gainsborough melodramas such as 

Madonna of the Seven Moons (1945) and The Wicked Lady (1945), she only made one film in Hollywood, Canyon Passage (1946) and also 

appeared in Millions Like Us (1943), Jassy (1945), The Brothers (1947) and When the Bough Breaks (1947). Signed on the reverse of a Le Royal 

Prado Paris Restaurant card measuring approx 10.5cm x 7cm and one other (as yet) unidentified autograph signed on a piece of paper cut from 

an autograph book measuring approx 9cm x 3.5cm. The other two autographs were stored with this autograph so likely to be of a film , stage actor 

, actress from the same period. All three autographs are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

192 - Two collectable Monty Python singing mugs comprising Monty Python Flying Circus which plays the Flying Circus theme tune when picked 

up (light activated) and Monty Python Life of Brian which plays Always Look On The Bright Side Of Life when picked up (light activated), both 

mugs are unused in their original packaging and both are tested working together with Make 'Em Laugh by Eric Midwinter Published by George 

Allen & Unwin 1979 First Edition hard back with dust jacket in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

193 - An original E.T. The Extra Terrestrial in his adventures on Earth Games and Activity book by Frank C Smith Published by Kingfisher books 

1982, in very good unused condition with no pen marks on the inside at all but does have three small vintage transfers on the front cover 

otherwise in unused condition (see photographs), three unused original Universal City Studios 1982 ET stickers (I love ET and Be Good), an 

original 1979 ATARI Asteroids arcade video game operation, maintenance and service manual and an original 1991 Midway T2 Terminator 2 



 

 

Judgement Day arcade video game operation, maintenance and service manual. All of these vintage items are in very good condition (see 

photographs),. Est. £16 - 26 

194 - Doctor Who An original Who Girls Calendar for 2013 signed on the front cover by three Doctor Who Girls namely Sarah Sutton (played 

Nyssa 1981 1983 in Tom Baker era plus later specials), Deborah Watling (played Victoria alongside Patrick Troughton as Doctor Who 1967 to 

1968) and Katy Manning (played Jo Grant alongside John Pertwee as Doctor Who 1971 to 1973). This original Who Girls Calendar for 2013 

measures approx 30cm x 42cm and is in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

195 - 47 original Space Cards Issued by A & BC circa 1957, 1958 (small A & BC logo). The full set of these fascinating futuristic space cards from 

the 1950s numbers 88 in total and is worth in the region of £500. This lot is for 47 of these original space cards which individually cost between £4 

and £10 each depending on rarity. This lot is unsorted and perfect for someone as a basis to start building a full set or someone looking to 

complete their existing set. All cards measure approx 64mm x 89mm, some do show light signs of wear otherwise they are in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

196 - 2 x original Fisher Space Pens comprising a Fisher Black Matte 400B and a Fisher Carpenter Space Pen (CSP) both pens are unused in 

their original packaging. The Space Pen (also known as the Zero Gravity Pen), marketed by Fisher Space Pen Company, is a pen developed from 

1946 onwards with NASA, which uses pressurized ink cartridges and is able to write in zero gravity, underwater, over wet and greasy paper, at 

any angle, and in a very wide range of temperatures. The original packaging shows some light signs of age otherwise both original Fisher Space 

Pens are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

197 - A signed Chas and Dave 7 inch vinyl single The Sideboard Song 1979 signed on the front of the record sleeve by Chas Hodges (1943 2018) 

lead vocalist, Dave Peacock (1945 ) bass guitarist and Mick Burt (1938 2014) long time drummer for Chas & Dave who joined the group in the 

mid-1970s. The record and sleeve do show some signs of age otherwise are in good condition (see photographs). Est. £14 - 24 

198 - A signed Chas and Dave 7 inch vinyl single ain't no pleasing you 1982 signed on the front of the record sleeve by Chas Hodges (1943 2018) 

lead vocalist, Dave Peacock (1945 ) bass guitarist and Mick Burt (1938 2014) long time drummer for Chas & Dave who joined the group in the 

mid-1970s. The record and sleeve do show some signs of age, glue seam unglued on left hand side of sleeve otherwise are in good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £14 - 24 

199 - A signed Chas and Dave 7 inch vinyl single There In Your Eyes 1984 signed on the front of the record sleeve by Chas Hodges (1943 2018) 

lead vocalist and Dave Peacock (1945 ) bass guitarist. The record and sleeve do show some signs of age otherwise are in good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £14 - 24 

200 - 3 x vintage Elvis Presley 12 inch LP vinyl records comprising His Hand in Mine 1960 RCA Records Mono RD 27211 1960, Something For 

Everybody 1961 RCA Records Mono RD 27224 1961 and Pot Luck With Elvis 1962 RCA International NL 43435 1982. All three Elvis records 

some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £10 - 20 

201 - Ian Botham Cricket Legend autograph on a 10 inch x 8 inch black and white photograph of himself wearing a Leukaemia Research Fund 

cap. Ian Terence Botham, Baron Botham, OBE is an English cricket commentator, member of the House of Lords, a former cricketer who has 

been chairman of Durham County Cricket Club since 2017 and well known charity fundraiser. Photograph , autograph are in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

202 - Jackie Stewart Formula One Legend autograph on a 9.25 inch x 6.25 inch black and white photograph of himself. Sir John Young (Jackie) 

Stewart OBE is a British former Formula One racing driver from Scotland. Nicknamed the Flying Scot, he competed in Formula One between 1965 

and 1973, winning three World Drivers' Championships and twice finishing as runner up over those nine seasons. Photograph , autograph are in 

very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

203 - Snooker programmes, autographs and a snooker table clock comprising a 2010, 2011 Snooker Legends programme signed on their own 

pages by Jimmy White, Dennis Taylor, Cliff Thorburn, John Virgo and Michaela Tabb (referee), 4 various copies of Snooker Scene signed on the 

front covers by Neil Robertson, Jimmy White, Ronnie O'Sullivan and Steve Davis and a novelty snooker table clock approx 31cm x 19cm x 4cm 

deep. All items are in very good condition and clock has been tested working (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

204 - First Edition paper back Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone by J K Rowling Published by Bloomsbury 1997 First Edition. This is a 1997 

First Edition paperback book. It does not have wand listed twice on page 53 but does have Joanne Rowling printed on the copyright page which 

was changed to J K Rowling on later editions. This is from the 1997 First Edition probably 49th print (see photographs) and is in very good 

condition supplied together with a Harry Potter cinema ticket dated 04 06 2004 and an original Harrison Ford Patriot Games advertising bookmark. 

Est. £20 - 30 

205 - Harry Potter , LEGO Collectables Two large colour printed original cardboard figures used to promote the launch of the Harry Potter Range 

of LEGO in the UK. One shows a LEGO Harry Potter waving a wand and measures approx 38cm wide x 79cm high and the other shows the 

LEGO figures of Hermione Granger, her cat, Crookshanks, Ron Weasley and Scabbers, his rat and measures approx 54cm wide x 62cm high. 

Both of these printed cardboard figures have been used to promote Harry potter LEGO and show signs of age , wear, Harry's LEGO hand has 

been bent but is attached, otherwise they are in good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

206 - 7 x Early , Rare gramophone records comprising 1 x Mivoice copper 5 inch single side record by Sound Recordings, 2 x aluminium 5 inch 

double side records by Voice Records Ltd both with original envelopes, one pack of wooden needles, one tin of copper needles and 4 x Tuck's 

Gramophone Record Postcards comprising 1 x Series B No.5 Birthday Greetings, 1 x Series B No.6 Birthday Wishes, 1 x Series B No.7 Many 

Happy Returns of the Day and Series B No. 8 A Happy Birthday with original envelopes , Tuck's marketing materials. These vintage items show 

some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

207 - 7 x various vintage radio , gramophone related items comprising an original East London Rubber Company 1932 1933 Catalogue of Radio 

Sets, Component Parts, Accessories and Electrical Equipment with alphabetical index (packed full of useful information and illustrations for 

collectors and restorers), a vintage Millgate dual range coil Cat. No. 482 in original box, an original His Master Voice Record Gift Guide December 

1935, an original His Masters Voice Nipper round wooden gramophone record cleaner circa early 1920's, an original set of full instructions for 



 

 

building the 1929 model Lissen SG 3 radio receiver, an original set of instructions for building the Cossor Melody Maker (late 1920s) and an 

original advertising pamphlet for a Decca DMR 88 Consolette radio. These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good 

, good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

208 - A collection of unusual Royal memorabilia comprising an original WW1 official 8 x 6 inch black and white photograph of King George V, 

Queen Mary of Teck, President Poincare, HRH The Prince of Wales, Sir Francis Bertie and Sir Douglas Haig taken at The British Officers Club 

1917 the back of the photograph has the official censors stamp Passed For WWO Transmission Abroad 3796, an original official programme for 

the visit of HRH The Princess Elizabeth Duchess of Edinburgh to the City of Plymouth Saturday 22nd October 1949, a vintage Royal Christmas 

Best Wishes 1939 postcard with the facsimile signatures of Elizabeth R and George RI, an original copy of The Sphere magazine for February 

16th 1952 King George VI Memorial issue, an original copy of The Sphere magazine for June 6th 1953 Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II issue 

(cover loose), a vintage 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Souvenir doll by Jayco still mounted on original display card, an official HMSO ER II 

leather paper weight, a vintage gold painted wooden crown , cushion finial and a vintage postcard of Edward VII. These vintage items show some 

light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

209 - 3 x vintage Festival of Britain 1951 items comprising an original 1951 guide book titled The South Bank Exhibition A Guide To The Story It 

Tells by Ian Cox Published HMSO 1951 First Edition soft back packed with interesting period front cover adverts, maps, plates, illustrations etc, an 

original copy of The Sphere magazine for June 2nd 1951 Festival of Britain issue and a 1951 George VI Festival of Britain crown in original 

Festival of Britain box. These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

210 - 13 x various vintage original medals including a WW2 Defence medal with ribbon, 2 x King Edward VII medals awarded by The London 

County Council to V Hobbs and L Hobbs for punctual attendance during the year 1909 10, 1 x Kings medal awarded by The London County 

Council to L Hobbs for punctual attendance during the year 1911, 2 x Kings medals with ribbons and clasps awarded by The London County 

Council for attendance, conduct and industry for the years 1912 13 and 1914 1915, 1 x George V coronation medal for June 22nd 1911 presented 

by The Borough of Fulham, 1 x George V silver jubilee medal 1935 presented by The County of Middlesex, 1 x The Bell Medal presented by The 

Society of Miniature Rifle Clubs, 1 x Royal Army Ordnance Corps Sports Association medal for tennis 1950 etc. These vintage items show some 

light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 50 

211 - 3 x vintage original Masonic , RAOB items comprising a 1938 Royal Masonic Institute For Boys Stewards medal , jewel, the reverse with 

silver hallmarks and is stamped with the makers name Spencer London, blue , red , white , black enamel with original ribbon and suspension bar 

with pin fitting, no damage to enamel, measures approx 75mm high, a Masonic sterling silver set square and compass pendant the reverse with 

silver hallmarks, measures approx 28mm high and a vintage ROAB (Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes) Roll of Honor sash with Queen 

Elizabeth Lodge No. 7081 embroidered in bullion wire and a ROAB enamel badge attached. These vintage items show some very light signs of 

age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

212 - A collection of vintage Police memorabilia comprising Policing The Peninsula (1850 2000) A Photographic Celebration of West Country 

Policing Over The Last 150 Years ) by Simon Dell MBE Published by Forest Publishing 2000 First Edition hardback with dust jacket signed on the 

title page by the author, a vintage (Kings Crown) Metropolitan Special Constable lapel badge by maker W O Lewis, 2 x vintage The Metropolitan 

metal whistles (1 by G Nazer Royal Exchange London and 1 by J Hudson Birmingham) and 2 x metal ER II buttons (1 by Firmin London and 1 by 

Smith & Wright Birmingham). These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs) . Est. £30 

- 40 

213 - A collection of vintage Railway , Model Railway items comprising an original National Union of Railwaymen Rates of Pay and Conditions of 

Service of Railway Employees Handbook November 1937, an original Tri ang Railways product range catalogue 9th Edition 1963, an original Tri 

Ang Railways HO, OO Gauge Track Plans book circa 1960s, an original Hornby Dublo Rail Layouts 16 page booklet circa late 1950s, 60s and 3 x 

metal , enamel badges comprising Guard, Flying Scotsman and West Somerset Railway. These vintage items show some light signs of age 

otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

214 - A collection of vintage General Post Office (GPO) , War Savings items comprising an original WW1 War Savings Card circa 1918 with a 6D 

National War Savings stamp inside, an interesting original GPO WW2 post office counter book giving information on communications with 

Prisoners of War in Japan and occupied territories, HM forces overseas , pensions, airmail etc, an original GPO staff hand book April 1958 and an 

original vintage GPO red , blue enamel cap badge. These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see 

photographs). Est. £16 - 26 

215 - A collection of vintage calculators , computer , technology related items comprising a vintage Hewlett Packard HP 45 Scientific Pocket 

Calculator with original belt loop soft case circa 1973, a vintage Commodore cbm 796M Personal Electronic Calculator with original box, 

instructions and warranty card circa mid-1970s, a vintage Rockwell 30R Slide Rule Memory Electronic Calculator with original case and owner's 

manual circa 1974, an original 1979 ATARI Asteroids arcade video game operation, maintenance and service manual, an original 1984 Data East 

Kung Fu Master arcade video game operation, maintenance and service manual, a vintage copy of Splat on tape for Commodore 64, a vintage 

ATARI ST Bubble Bobble game disc 1986, a vintage copy of EA Games Medal of Honor Allied Assault for PC with original case, all four CD ROMs 

and instruction booklet, a copy of Computers An introduction to micro processing by Lewis Jones Published by Longman 1983 First Edition etc. 

These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition. The calculators do not have corroding batteries in the 

battery compartments! (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

216 - A collection of various vintage vehicle , auto related items including an original Volkswagen Sedan and Convertible (Beetle) Instruction 

Manual unusually marked with a British Government broad arrow and WD Property (War Department Property), an original Austin Seven List of 

Spare Parts publication number 888B for April 1933, an original brass VIN (Vehicle Identification Plate) by Morris Motors Ltd Cowley Oxford for 

vehicle type M8 (produced from 1935 to 1948), an original Piaggio Vespa 90 operation and maintenance manual, Tuning & Preparation of E Type 

Cars for Competition Use Published by Brooklands Heritage with permission of Jaguar Cars Ltd Coventry England, The Motor Cyclists Workshop 



 

 

by Torrens at The Motor Cycle Published 1947 illustrated with 95 drawings and 4 x various original driving licences ranging in date from the 1930s 

to the 1970s. These vintage items show some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

217 - A collection of various vintage vehicle , auto related items including an original Lumax Auto Bulbs cardboard retail box containing 12 x 

vintage PF15A auto bulbs by The British Lumax Auto Bulb Company all in their original packaging in really good condition (it is unusual for a box 

like this to survive at all let alone with contents intact and this would make a great display piece), a vintage Lodge spark plug supplied with original 

tin (appears to be unused), a vintage KLG spark plug supplied with original tin (appears to be unused), 2 x original brass fuel can screw lids (1 x 

Shell and 1 x Pratts), a box containing original ACE Continental GB characters (the top of the box is worn but the vintage GB characters inside are 

in near perfect condition and are supplied with original fitting instructions), a vintage motorists safety light supplied unused in the original 

cardboard box (box shows some signs of age), 3 x various vintage MG badges (one has chipped enamel) and a vintage Black Cat Light Fantastic 

auto light bulb by SEV Marchal supplied unused in the original cardboard box. This interesting mix of vintage auto items show some light signs of 

age as noted above otherwise are in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

218 - A collection of vintage games comprising an unusual edition of Lexicon card game by Waddingtons circa 1930s in an attractive red box 

designed to like a book with gold lettering, appears to be complete and is in very good condition (see photographs), 2 x original boxed PIT Bull and 

Bear Edition card games both in their original boxes both of which show some signs of age otherwise are in good condition (see photographs). 

Parker Brothers developed The PIT card game in 1904, with this Bull and Bear edition dating between 1912 and 1915. Pit is a fast paced card 

game simulating the open outcry bidding system of the commodity exchange used at the Chicago Board of Trade which was known as the Pit and 

a fabric covered vintage Newmould Box trinket box (circa 1930s) approx 23cm x 14cm x 6cm high with hinged lid and a lift out tray containing 27 x 

vintage domino pieces hand made in carved bone with hard wood back. The domino pieces are very likely to be somewhat earlier than the 

Newmould Box probably late Victorian , Edwardian. Each domino piece measures approx 22mm x 45mm, at 27 in number is probably one short 

from the standard Western style set of 28 pieces, they are really nicely made, have a nice feel to them and in very good condition, the fabric 

covering on the outside of the box is worn and is loose in several places (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

219 - A collection of 9 various packs of vintage playing cards , adult playing cards , card games and a vintage Roye Vala Diana Dors in 3 D 

photographic booklet with original 3 D glasses. The vintage cards comprise of a very fine pack of vintage colour pictorial backed playing cards still 

in their unopened sealed , wrapped blue print pack marked Duty Three Pence and W H Smith and Son supplied in the original matching faux 

snakeskin cardboard case circa 1930s, a vintage pack of playing cards still in their unopened sealed , wrapped blue print pack marked Duty Three 

Pence circa 1930s, a pack of Taste Me Lips Adults Only playing cards, a pack of Sexy Nude Adult playing cards, a pack of Pretty Lady playing 

cards (tape repair to box), a pack of Wolf Man Jack erotic playing cards, 2 x Top Trump Gromit Unleashed card games (sealed packs) and a Philip 

Wayre Wildlife card game. This interesting mix of collectable cards show some light signs of age as noted above otherwise are in very good 

condition (see photographs). Est. £20 - 30 

220 - A collection of various vintage original post cards and photographs comprising of a vintage Giant post card (approx 28cm x 18cm) showing 

Crystal Palace (built in 1851 for the Great Exhibition and burnt down in 1936), a vintage card showing Ruins of The Great Fire at 45 Cheapside 

London 1st September 1881 (printed on both sides), 15 x various vintage post cards showing various scenes in and around Callington in Cornwall 

including two unusual post cards with fold out mini photo books attached, 22 x various vintage saucy sea side post cards, a vintage photochrom 

letter card Series A Cheddar with 6 fold out early photographs of Cheddar and caves, a book titled Mendip The Great Cave of Wookey Hole by H 

E Balch Published by John Wright and Simpkin Marshall 1947 hardback and 11 x various interesting vintage black , white photographs showing 

various rural scenes and activities, some of these photographs are marked Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 

e.g. a photograph of a 1936 Ministry of Agriculture Marketing Demonstration, a Romney Marsh Investigation by Agricultural Land Commission 

1952 etc. This interesting mix of collectable post cards and photographs show just some light signs of age otherwise are in very good condition 

(see photographs). Est. £30 - 40 

221 - A quantity of around 370 various vintage and other post cards. This is a large , varied lot and time only allows for a quick appraisal , count 

up. This lot includes some interesting vintage post cards, numerous art , historical artefact post cards from the Victoria and Albert Museum, British 

Museum, Royal Academy of Arts etc, Yesterdays Britain post cards, sporting arts post cards, religious post cards, buildings etc. In all approx 370 

various post cards and are all mainly in very good condition (see photographs). Est. £26 - 36 

222 - An interesting collection of 9 various vintage original magazines comprising a Blighty Summer Extra magazine circa late 1950s (cover is a 

great example of mid-century British Comic Art), 3 x vintage L'Artisan Pratique Redue mensuelle de Modeles d'Art Decoratif French Interior Design 

magazines comprising No. 101 February 1913, No. 127 January 1920 and No. 85 (no date visible but circa 1910ish?), The Daily Telegraph 

magazine number 180 March 15th 1968 (full of interesting period articles and adverts), The Sunday Times magazine April 23rd 1972 (Special 

Issue: What's Next For Manhood?), A Risca & Blackwood Advertiser Photo Tour Past and Present magazine Issue Number One November 1968, 

A Daily Express magazine VE Day 40th Anniversary Edition 1985 and A Resurgence Magazine Sept, Oct 2003 Science and Spiritually Edition. 

Est. £10 - 20 
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